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Linear correlations of the divisor function
Sandro Bettin
Abstract
Motivated by arithmetic applications on the number of points in a bihomogeneous
variety and on moments of Dirichlet L-functions, we provide analytic continuation for
the series Aa(s) :=
∑
n1,...,nk≥1
d(n1)···d(nk)
(n1···nk)s with the sum restricted to solutions of a non-
trivial linear equation a1n1 + · · ·+ aknk = 0. The series Aa(s) converges absolutely for
ℜ(s) > 1− 1k and we show it can be meromorphically continued to ℜ(s) > 1− 2k+1 with
poles at s = 1− 1k−j only, for 1 ≤ j < (k − 1)/2.
As an application, we obtain an asymptotic formula with power saving error term
for the number of points in the variety a1x1y1+ · · ·+akxkyk = 0 in Pk−1(Q)×Pk−1(Q).
1 Introduction
Motivated by some applications which we shall describe below, we consider the Dirichlet
series Aa(s) obtained by adding a linear constraints among the variables of summation when
expanding (ζ(s)2)k into a product of k Dirichlet series. More precisely, for k ∈ N≥2, a =
(a1 . . . , ak) ∈ Zk6=0, and ℜ(s) > 1− 1k we define Aa(s) to be
Aa(s) :=
∑
n1,...,nk≥1,
a1n1+···+aknk=0
d(n1) · · ·d(nk)
(n1 · · ·nk)s =
∑
n≥1
ha(n)
ns
,
(1.1)
where d(n) is the number of divisors of n and where ha(n) is defined implicitly by the second
identity. Notice we can assume that a1, . . . , ak don’t all have the same sign, since otherwise
Aa(s) = 0. The function Aa(s) can be regarded as a degree 2 analogue of
Sa(s) :=
∑
n1,...,nk≥1,
a1n1+···+aknk=0
1
(n1 · · ·nk)s .
2010 Mathematics subject classification. 11M41, 11N37, 11D72 (primary)
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This function is a particular case of the Shintani zeta-function, which was investigated in
a series of works by Shintani (see, e.g. [Shi76, Shi78]). In particular, he showed that Sa(s)
admits a meromorphic continuation to C and studied its special values displaying a connection
with the values at s = 1 of Hecke L-function of totally real fields.
The value at s = 1 of the function Aa(s) also has an arithmetic interpretation. Indeed,
in [Bet15] it was shown that Aa(1) appears as the leading constant for the moments of a
“cotangent sum” related to the Nyman-Beurling criterion for the Riemann hypothesis. More
specifically, it was shown that as q →∞
q−1∑
h=1,
(h,q)=1
c0(h/q)
2k ∼ q
2k
π4k
∑
ǫ∈{±1}k
(−1)k−#{1≤i≤2k|ǫi=1}Aǫ(1)
where c0(h/q) := −
∑q
m=1
m
q
cot(πmh
q
). We defer to [Bag, BC13a, BC13b] for more details on
c0 and on its relation with the Nyman-Beurling criterion. Also, we remark that the asymptotic
for the moments of c0(h/q) was previously computed in [MR16a] with a different expression
for the leading constant.
In this paper we are interested in the analytic continuation of Aa(s). For k = 2 it is very
easy to analytically continue Aa(s) to a meromorphic function on C. Indeed, for a1, a2 ∈ N
one has has
Aa(s) =
∑
n1,n2≥1,
a1n1=a2n2
d(n1)d(n2)
(n1n2)s
=
∑
n≥1
d(a1n)d(a2n)
(abn2)s
= ηa1,a2(s)
∑
n≥1
d(n)2
n2s
= ηa1,a2(s)
ζ(2s)4
ζ(4s)
by Ramanujan’s identity, where ηa1,a2(s) is a certain arithmetic factor which is meromorphic in
C with poles all located on the line ℜ(s) = 0. In the case k ≥ 3 the coefficients ha(n) in (1.1)
are no longer multiplicative and the problem of providing meromorphic continuation for Aa(s)
becomes significantly harder, but we are still able to enlarge the domain of holomorphicity of
Aa(s) to ℜ(s) > 1− 2k+1 .
Theorem 1. Let k ≥ 3, a = (a1 . . . , ak) ∈ Zk6=0 with a1, . . . , ak not all with the same sign.
Then, Aa(s) admits meromorphic continuation to ℜ(s) > 1− 2k+1. More precisely, there exist
cm,j(a) ∈ R for k+22 ≤ m ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ m+ 1 such that
Fa(s) := Aa(s)−
∑
k+2
2
≤m≤k
(
cm,m+1(a)
(s− (1− 1
m
))1+m
+ · · ·+ cm,1(a)
s− (1− 1
m
)
)
is holomorphic on ℜ(s) > 1 − 2
k+1
. Moreover, there exists an absolute constant A > 0 such
that for ℜ(s) > 1− 2−ε
k+1
one has Fa(s)≪ε
(
(k
ε
maxkm=1 |am|)A(1 + |s|)7
)Ak2(1−1/k−σ)+kε
, where
the implicit constant depends on ε only.
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Notice that Theorem 1 is uniform in k,a and s. We remark that the uniformity in k of
some bounds for Aa(s) at s = 1 was crucial in the works [Bet15] and [MR16b] and, in general,
it is also needed for our application [Bet].
The value of the arithmetic factors cm,j(a) can be computed explicitly starting from equa-
tion (3.2) below. In particular, for m = k, j = k + 1 one has
ck,k+1(a) =
ρ(a)
|a1 · · · ak| 1k
k!
kk+1
ζ(k − 1)
ζ(k)
Γ( 1
k
)k
Γ( r
k
)Γ(1− r
k
)
, (1.2)
where r is the number of ai which are positive and ρ(a) is as defined in (3.5); in particular if
GCD(a1, . . . , ak) = 1 then 1 ≪ ρ(a) ≪ε |a1 · · · ak|ε. Also, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k one has that ck,j(a)
can be written in terms of an arithmetic factor of shape similar to ρ(a) times an expression
depending on Euler’s constant γ, the derivatives of ζ(s− 1) and ζ(s) computed at k, and the
derivatives of the Γ-function computed at 1
k
, r
k
and 1 − r
k
(cf. equation (3.3)). To give an
explicit numerical example for k = 3, a = (−1, 1, 1), we have
c3,4 ≈ 0.537228, c3,3 ≈ 0.554669, c3,2 ≈ 1.689055, c3,1 ≈ −64.704169.
An interesting question left open by Theorem 1 is whether Aa(s) extends meromorphically
further to the left, perhaps to a meromorphic function on C with poles at s = 1 − 1
m
for all
1 ≤ m ≤ k, or whether it has a natural boundary. As an approach to this problem one could
try to input a recursive argument into the proof of Theorem 1. We notice however that the
expression for the coefficients cm,j arising in the proof of Theorem 1 does not visibly extend
to a meaningful formula in the case m ≤ 1
2
(
√
4k + 1 + 1) for k > 3 (m = 1 if k = 3), thus
suggesting these coefficients might change form at some point or perhaps casting doubts on the
possibility of a meromorphic continuation of Aa(s) to C. Finally we mention that numerical
computations in the case k = 3 suggest there is a pole also at the subsequent expected location
s = 1
2
(i.e. a term of order P (logX)X
3
2 in (1.4) below), however the computations do not
clarify whether the corresponding coefficients have the same shape of the previous coefficients
or not.
Our first application of Theorem 1 is given in the following Corollary.
Corollary 1. Let k ≥ 3 and a ∈ Zk6=0. Let Φ(x) be a smooth function with support in [−1, 1]
and such that φ(j)(x)≪ jBj for some B > 0 and all x ∈ R. Then, for k+1
2
< i ≤ k there exist
polynomials Pa,i(x) ∈ R[x] of degree i such that for all X ≥ 1∑
n1,...,nk≥1,
a1n1+···+aknk=0
d(n1) · · ·d(nk)Φ
(n1 · · ·nk
Xk
)
=
∑
k+2
2
≤i≤k
Pa,i(logX)X
k− k
i +Oε,Φ
((
kB
ε
k
max
i=1
|ai|
)Ak
Xk−2+
2+ε
k+1
)
,
(1.3)
for some absolute constant A > 0.
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To give two examples, in the cases k = 3 and k = 4 (with a1 = −1) Corollary 1 gives∑
n1,n2≥1
d(n1)d(n2)d(an1 + bn2)Φ
(
n1n2(an1 + bn2)/X
3
)
= Q3,a,b(logX)X
2 +Oε,Φ
((
a+ b
)A
X
3
2
+ε
)
,
(1.4)
∑
n1,n2,n3≥1
d(n1)d(n2)d(n3)d(an1 + bn2 + cn3)Φ
(
n1n2(an1 + bnk + cn3)/X
3
)
= R4,a,b,c(logX)X
3 +R3,a,b,c(logX)X
8
3 +Oε,Φ
((
a + b+ c
)A
X
12
5
+ε
)
.
(1.5)
for any a, b, c ∈ N and where Q3,a,b(x), R3,a,b,c(x) and R4,a,b,c(x) are polynomials of degree 3, 3
and 4 respectively and A is an absolute constant.
We remark that one could use an easier argument to give the leading term in the asymptotic
for the left hand side of (1.3). In fact the main difficulty of Corollary 1 lies in unravelling
the complicated combinatorics required to obtain the full main term Pa,i(logX)X
k−1. This
difficulties are implicitly treated in Theorem 1, which allows us to go even further than the
full main term. Indeed, for k ≥ 4 we are able to identify also some new terms whose order is a
power smaller than the main term (cf. (1.5)). This is an example of an arithmetic stratification,
where one has other “main terms”, coming from sub-varieties, of order (typically) different
from the main term one expects from the variety under consideration. This phenomenon was
discussed by Manin and Tschinkel [MT] and explored in the context of the circle method
by Vaughan and Wooley in the Appendix of [VW]. Recently, the arithmetic stratification
was also indicated by Wooley as a potential source for the various terms in the Conrey-
Keating analyis [CK] of the asymptotic for moments of the Riemann zeta-function. In our
case, the lower order contribution could be explained as coming from affine sub-varieties,
that is solutions of n1m1 + · · · + nkmk = 0 which also satisfy one or more other equations
r1n1m1 + · · ·+ rknkmk = r0 for some “small” r0, . . . , rk ∈ Z.
A result similar to (1.4), with the significant difference in the different way of counting,
was obtained by Browning [Bro]. He computed the asymptotic with power-saving error term
for ∑
n1,n2<X
d(L(n1, n2))d(L2(n1, n2))d(L3(n1, n2)), (1.6)
where L1, L2, L3 ∈ Z[x1, x2] are linearly independent linear forms. He also considered (1.6)
when the sums are unbalanced, i.e. where the sum is restricted to n1 ≤ N1, n2 ≤ N2 with
N2 smaller than N1. He was able to prove the asymptotic as long as N
3/4+ε
1 ≤ N2 ≤ N1 (for
L1(n1, n2) = n1−n2, L1(n1, n2) = n1, L3(n1, n2) = n1+n2), a range that was recently enlarged
by Blomer [Blo] who was able to consider the case N
1/3+ε
1 ≤ N2 ≤ N1 (with a smooth cut-off
for n2). In a different direction, we also cite the work of Browning and de la Brete`che [dlBB],
who considered the case k = 3 with a quadratic relation among the variables.
For larger values of k, we cite the important work of Matthiesen [Mat] who considered
a variation of (1.3) as well as the more general case when one has more than one linear
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constraint. Her work differs from ours in that in her case the variables vary inside a convex
set, whereas in our case the variables are essentially summed over the hyperbolic region. Also,
her method is based on the Green-Tao transference principle [GT] which can only give the
leading term cXk−1(logX)k in the asymptotic formula. In particular we notice that neither
the work of Matthiesen nor those of Browning and Blomer were able to produce terms of
order a lower power of X .
Before introducing our second application, we first mention that we shall actually prove
a more general version of Theorem 1 where shifts are introduced, i.e. where instead of each
divisor function d(n) we have ταi,βi(n) :=
∑
ab=n a
−αib−βi with αi, βi ∈ C. We defer to
Theorem 3 in Section 2 for the complete statement. The shifts make our result extremely
flexible. In particular one can use it to count integer solutions (x1, . . . , xk, y1, . . . , yk) in the
flag variety
a1x1y1 + · · ·+ akxkyk = 0 (1.7)
when ordered according to various possible choices of height. To give a specific example we
take the anticanonical height (maxi |xi| · maxj |yj|)k−1, verifying Manin’s conjecture in this
particular case.
Theorem 2. Let k ∈ N≥3. For x ∈ Pk−1(Q), let (x1, . . . , xk) be a representative of x
such that x1, . . . , xk ∈ Z and (x1, . . . , xk) = 1. Let H : Pk−1(Q) → R>0 be defined by
H(x) := (max1≤i≤k |xi|)k−1 and let a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Zk6=0. Then,
N(B) := #
{
(x,y) ∈ Pk−1(Q)× Pk−1(Q)
∣∣∣∣ a1x1y1 + · · ·+ akxkyk = 0, H(x)H(y) < Bx1 · · ·xk · y1 · · · yk 6= 0
}
=
(
S(a)
k − 1
k∑
i=1
σi(a)
)
B logB + f(a)B +Ok,ε,a(B
1− k−2
2k(15k−2)
+ε),
for some explicitly computable f(a) ∈ R, and
S(a) :=
1
2
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
ℓk
ϕ(ℓ)
ζ(k)2
,
σi(a) :=
( k∏
i=2
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
)
χ(−|ai|,|ai|)
( k∑
j=1, j 6=i
aixiyi
) k∏
j=1, j 6=i
dxidyi,
(1.8)
where χX is the characteristic function of the set X.
We remark that we made no effort to optimize the power saving δk which could be easily
improved by refining our method (in particular focusing more on the shift dependency in
Theorem 3).
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The variety (1.7) has already been considered in several papers. In particular, we mention
the works of Robbiani [Rob] (for k ≥ 3), Spencer [Spe], Browning [Bro] (for k = 2), and
Blomer and Bru¨dern [BBa] (for more general multihomogeneous diagonal equations) and,
previously, by Franke, Manin and Tschinzel [FMT] and Thunder [Thu] (with height function
‖x‖k−1‖y‖k−1)1 in the more general setting of Fano varieties. Among all these works, the
only ones where the full main term, with error term O(B1−δ), is obtained are [FMT] (see
the Corollary after Theorem 5) and [BBa] (in [BBb] the explicit value δ = 1
8
was obtained
for k = 3). Theorem 2 thus gives an alternative proof of this result as well as providing an
explicit power saving for all k. Also, another novelty in our approach is that it shows that
also complex analytic methods can be used to tackle these problems.
We notice that Theorem 2 appears very similar to Corollary 1, which essentially counts
points in (1.7) ordering them according to the size of the product of all the variables, |x1 · · ·xk ·
y1 · · · yk|.2 The different way of counting however changes the problem significantly and the
deduction of Theorem 2 from (the generalization of) Theorem 1 is much subtler. In particular,
the computation of the full main term for N(B) requires a careful analysis of some complex
integrals resulting from integrating over the shifts in Theorem 3. Notice that also in this case
the problem becomes much easier if one only computes the leading term in the asymptotic
for N(B).
A third application of Theorem 1 comes from the theory of the moments of L-functions.
In [Bet] it is considered the moment
Mk(q) :=
∑′
χ1,...,χk−1 (mod q)
|L(1
2
, χ1)|2 · · · |L(12 , χk−1)|2|L(12 , χ1 · · ·χk−1)|2,
where
∑′ indicates that the sum is over primitive characters χ1, . . . , χk−1 modulo q and L(s, χ)
is the Dirichlet L-function associated to the character χ. It turns out that the “diagonal
term” in Mk(q) has the shape
∑
ǫ∈{±1}k cǫ
∫
(2)
Aǫ(s)qksH(s) ds for a meromorphic function
H(s) and some cǫ ∈ R. Thanks to Theorem 1 we are able to evaluate the diagonal term and
thus, evaluating also the off-diagonal term using a similar method, we are able to obtain the
following asymptotic formula for Mk(q) when k ≥ 3 (the case k = 2 corresponds to the 4-th
moment of Dirichlet L-function and was computed by Young [You])
Mk(q) = ϕ(q)
k−1
∞∑
n=1
2ν(n)
n
k
2
(
(log q
8nπ
)k + (−π)k)+Oε(kAkq−δk+ε), (1.9)
where ϕ(n) is Euler’s φ function, ν(n) is the number of different prime factors of n and δk > 0.
We also mention that, thanks to the work [Bet16], (1.9) can be interpreted also as the moment
of some functions involving continued fractions.
1Here ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and x = (x1, . . . , xk), y = (y1, . . . , yk)
2One could easily modify our argument to count points with respect to maxi |xiyi|, since our proof starts
by introducing partitions of unity which localize each xiyi.
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The proof of Theorem 1 is quite simple in spirit but it has to face a number of technical
challenges, mainly coming from the identification of the polar structure (equivalently, of the
main terms in (1.3)). Before giving a brief outline of our proof, we mention that one could
have chosen to proceed also in different ways, for example using the circle method. The main
difficulty however comes from the evaluation of the polar structure and this is not visibly
simplified by choosing such different routes. We also remark that the our technique would
allow to give analytic continuation also when the constraint is a non-homogeneous linear
equation. The only difference with our case is that in Lemma 9 below we would need to use
the Deshouillers and Iwaniec [DI] bound for sums of Kloosterman sums (cf. [Bet] where this
is done for a similar problem). However, for simplicity we content ourself with dealing with
the homogenous case only.
We conclude with a rough sketch of the proof of Theorem 1 referring for simplicity to
Corollary 1 which is essentially equivalent to it. First, we split the sum on the right hand side
of (1.3) introducing partitions of unity to control the size of the ni. When one variable is much
larger than the others a simple bound suffices, so we are left with considering the case when
the variables have about the same size. In this case we eliminate the larger variable using
the linear equation and we separate the remaining variables arithmetically and analytically
using, respectively, a slightly modified version of Ramanujan’s formula,
σ1−s(m) = ζ(s)
∑
ℓ≥1
cℓ(m)
ℓs
ℜ(s) > 1, (1.10)
where cℓ(m) is the Ramanujan sum and σα(n) :=
∑
d|n d
α and a generalized version of the
Mellin formula for (1 ± x)−s as given in [Bet]. We end up with a formula of the shape (for
a = (1, . . . , 1))∑
ℓ≥1
∑
h (mod ℓ),
(h,ℓ)=1
∑
n1,...,nk−1≥1
∑
n1,...,nk−1
d(n1) · · ·d(nk−1) e
(
hn1+···+hnk
ℓ
)
f(n1, . . . , nk−1, ℓ)
for some smooth function f . Applying Voronoi’s summation formula to each variable n1, . . . , nk
transform each sum over ni in a main termMi plus a sum of similar shape but with h replaced
by h and thus we obtain
∑
ℓ≥1
∑
h (mod ℓ),
(h,ℓ)=1
k−1∏
i=1
(
Mi +
∑
ni≥1
d(ni) e
(
hni
ℓ
)
fi(· · · )
)
for some smooth functions fi. We then treat as main terms the terms where we pick up
more Mi than series, and treat the other terms as error terms which we estimate essentially
trivially. We then treat and assembly the main terms (which correspond to the poles of
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Aa(s)), an operation which constitutes the main difficulty of the paper as we have to deal
with several integral transforms in order to take them to their final form (actually, we choose
the equivalent root of moving the lines of integration of several complex integrals, collecting
the contribution of the residues of some poles). Combining the two cases for the range of the
variables one then deduces Corollary 1.
We notice that the above structure of the proof of Theorem 1 is at first glance very similar
to that of the asymptotic for Mk(q) performed in [Bet]. There are however several important
differences at a more detailed level, e.g. in the ways the integrals are manipulated, in the
treatment of the error terms and in the combinatorics.
The paper is organized as follow. In Section 2 we state Theorem 3 which gives the analytic
continuation for the shifted version of Aa(s) and in Section 3 we easily deduce Theorem 1
from it and we compute the constants given in (1.2). In Section 4 we prove Theorem 2 by
integrating over the shifts introduced in Theorem 3 and evaluating the resulting complex
integrals. The rest of the paper is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3: in Section 5 we give
a uniform bound for the region of absolute convergence, whereas in Section 6 we set up the
proof of Theorem 3 dividing the sum according to the range of the variables. In Section 7 we
estimate the case where the variables have roughly the same size and in Section 8 we give a
trivial bound for the case where there’s a large variable. Finally, in Section 9 we recompose
the various sums reconstructing the polar terms.
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2 The shifted case
For k ≥ 3, a as above and α = (α1, . . . , αk), β = (β1, . . . , βk) ∈ Ck we define the Dirichlet
series
Aa;α,β(s) :=
∑
a1n1+···+aknk=0
τα1,β1(n1) · · · ταk ,βk(nk)
n
1
2
+s
1 · · ·n
1
2
+s
k
,
where τα,β(n) :=
∑
d1d2=n
d−α1 d
−β
2 . If |ℜ(αm)|, |ℜ(βm)| ≤ 12(k−1) for all m, then it is easy to see
(cf. Lemma 4 below) that Aa;α,β(s) converges absolutely on
ℜ(s) > 1− 1
k
− 1
k
k∑
m=1
min(ℜ(αm),ℜ(βm)).
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The following Theorem gives the analytic continuation for Aa;α,β(s) to a larger half-plane,
provided that
ηα,β :=
3
2
k∑
m=1
(|ℜ(αm)|+ |ℜ(βm)|) (2.1)
is not too large. Before stating the theorem we need to introduce (a slight variation of) the
Estermann function, which for α, β ∈ C, h ∈ Z and ℓ ∈ N is defined as
Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ
) :=
∑
n≥1
τα,β(n)
ns
e
(
nh
ℓ
)
for ℜ(s) > 1 − min(ℜ(α),ℜ(β)) and where e(x) := e2πix. The Estermann function can be
continued to a meromorphic function on C satisfying a functional equation (see e.g. [BC13b]).
Lemma 2. Let α, β ∈ C, h ∈ Z and ℓ ∈ N with (h, ℓ) = 1. Then
Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ )− ℓ1−α−β−2sζ(s+ α)ζ(s+ β)
can be extended to an entire function of s. Moreover, one has
Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ
) = ℓ1−2s−α−β(χ+1(s;α, β)D−α,−β(s, hℓ )− χ−1(s;α, β)D−α,−β(s,−hℓ )), (2.2)
where h denotes the inverse of h (mod ℓ) and
χ±1(s;α, β) := 2(2π)2s−2+α+βΓ(1− s− α)Γ(1− s− β) cos
(
π
(s+ α)∓ (s+ β)
2
)
.
For α,β ∈ {z ∈ C | |ℜ(z)| < 1
2(k−1)}k we also define
Ma;α,β(s) :=
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅, |I|≥ k+2
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={αi,βi}∀i∈I
(∏
i∈I
ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )
|ai|−α
∗
i+
1+sI,α∗
|I|
Γ(−α∗i + 1+sI,α∗|I| )
)
× ∆α∗;I|I|(s− 1) + sI,α∗ + 1
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
1−α∗i+β∗i
ℓ
∑
i∈I(1−α∗i+β∗i )
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
Dαj ,βj(1− 1+sI,α∗|I| , hajℓ ),
(2.3)
where
∑* indicates the the sum is over h which are coprime to ℓ, and the second sum
is over α∗ = (α∗i )i∈I , β
∗ = (β∗)i∈I ∈ C|I| satisfying the above condition. Also, we put
sI,α∗ :=
∑
r∈I α
∗
r and
∆α∗;I :=
(
Γ
( ∑
i∈I, sign(ai)=1
(
− α∗i +
1 + sI,α∗
|I|
))
Γ
( ∑
i∈I, sign(ai)=−1
(
− α∗i +
1 + sI,α∗
|I|
)))−1
if neither of the two sums inside the Γ functions are empty sums and ∆α∗;I := 0 otherwise.
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Remark 1. Equation (2.3) should be interpreted as defining Ma;α,β(s) as a meromorphic
function. Also, the definition of Ma;α,β(s) can be extended to include the case where αi = βi
since the limit for αi → βi exists (cf. the proof of Theorem 1).
The absolute convergence of the series over ℓ in (2.3) for α,β ∈ {z ∈ C | |ℜ(z)| < 1
2(k−1)}k
is ensured by the convexity bound for the Estermann function,
Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ
)≪ δ−2(ℓ(1 + |s|+ |α|) 12 (1 + |s|+ |β|) 12 )1−ℜ(s)−min(ℜ(α),ℜ(β))+δ , (2.4)
valid for δ > 0, ℜ(α),ℜ(β)≪ 1, |1− s− α|, |1− s− β| > δ, and
−max(ℜ(α),ℜ(β))− δ ≤ ℜ(s) ≤ 1−min(ℜ(α),ℜ(β)) + δ. (2.5)
Indeed, using (2.4) one has that the series over ℓ converges as long as |I| > 2 + |J ||I| +∑
i∈I(
k
|I|ℜ(α∗i )−ℜ(β∗i ))−
∑
j∈J min(ℜ(αj),ℜ(βj)). The right hand side is less than 4, so the
only problematic case is when |I| = 3. This can happen only for k = 3 and k = 4, and in the
first case the convergence is clear since there is no Estermann function. Finally, the series
converges also for k = 4, |I| = 3 and |J | = 1 since one can save an extra factor of ℓ1−ε using
the convexity bound for
∑∗
hDα,β(s,
h
ℓ
)
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ
)≪s,α,β,δ,ε ℓ1−ℜ(s)−min(ℜ(α),ℜ(β))+δ+ε,
for s satisfying (2.5) and where we used the bound cℓ(m) ≪ d(ℓ)(m, ℓ) for the Ramanujan
sum cℓ(m) :=
∑
ℓ|a e
(
hm
ℓ
)
.
We are now ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 3, a ∈ Zk6=0. Then, Aa;α,β(s) admits meromorphic continuation to
ℜ(s) > 1 − 2−2ηα,β
k+1
, α,β ∈ {s ∈ C | |ℜ(s)| < 1
2(k−1)}k. Moreover, if for some ε > 0 one has
α,β ∈ {s ∈ C | |ℜ(s)| < 1−ε
2(k−1)}k and 1−
2−2ηα,β−ε
k+1
≤ ℜ(s) ≤ 1− 1−ε
k
+
ηα,β
k+1
, then
Aa;α,β(s)−Ma;α,β(s)
≪ε
((
k
ε
k
max
i=1
|ai|
)A(
(1 + |s|)(1 + kmax
i=1
(|ℑ(αi)|+ |ℑ(βi)|)
)7)Ak (k+1)(1− 1k−σ)+ηα,β+ε1− 1k−ηα,β (2.6)
for some absolute constant A > 0.
Remark 2. Clearly Theorem 3 provides analytic continuation also for
A∗a;α,β(s) :=
∑
n1,...,nk∈Z6=0,
a1n1+···+aknk=0
τα1,β1(|n1|) · · · ταk ,βk(|nk|)
|n1| 12+s · · · |nk| 12+s
,
(2.7)
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since A∗a;α,β(s) =
∑
ǫ∈{±1}k Aaǫ;α,β(s), where aǫ = (±1a1, . . . ,±ka). Moreover, the sum over
ǫ in the “polar term” M∗a;α,β(s) :=
∑
ǫ∈{±1}kM∗aǫ;α,β(s) for A∗a;α,β(s) can be executed giving
a neater expression for M∗aǫ;α,β(s). Indeed, for
∑
i∈I zi = 1 we have
∑
H⊆I
∏
i∈I Γ(zi)
Γ(
∑
i∈H zi)Γ(
∑
i∈I\H zi)
=
(∏
i∈I
Γ(zi)
)∑
H⊆I
sin(π
∑
i∈H zi)
π
=
1
2πi
(∏
i∈I
Γ(zi)(1 + e
πizi)−
∏
i∈I
Γ(zi)(1 + e
−πizi)
)
=
2|I|
2πi
(
e
πi
2
∑
i∈I zi
∏
i∈I
Γ(zi) cos(
π
2
zi)− e−πi2
∑
i∈I zi
∏
i∈I
Γ(zi) cos(
π
2
zi)
)
= 2π
|I|
2
−1∏
i∈I
Γ( zi
2
)
Γ(1−zi
2
)
(2.8)
by the identities for the Γ function (Γ(z)Γ(1−z))−1 = 1
π
sin(πz) and cos
(
πz
2
)
Γ(z) =
π1/22z−1Γ( z
2
)
Γ( 1−z
2
)
.
Thus, since
∑
i∈I(−α∗i + 1+sI,α∗|I| ) = 1, it follows that
M∗a;α,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅, |I|≥ k+2
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={αi,βi}∀i∈I
(∏
i∈I
ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )
|ai|−α
∗
i+
1+sI,α∗
|I|
Γ(−α∗i
2
+
1+sI,α∗
2|I| )
Γ(
1+α∗i
2
− 1+sI,α∗
2|I| )
)
× 2
|J |+1π
|I|
2
−1
|I|(s− 1) + sI,α∗ + 1
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
1−α∗i+β∗i
ℓ
∑
i∈I(1−α∗i+β∗i )
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
Dcos;αj ,βj(1− 1+sI,α∗|I| , hajℓ ),
(2.9)
where Dcos;α,β(s,
h
ℓ
) := 1
2
(Dα,β(s,
h
ℓ
) +Dα,β(s,−hℓ )).
3 The proof of Theorem 1
Remark 3. Throughout the rest of the paper, by a bold symbol v we indicate the vector
(v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Ck. Also, for any set I ⊆ {1, . . . , k} by vI we indicate the vector (vi)i∈I ∈ C|I|.
For any c ∈ R, by ∫
(c)
· ds we indicate that the integral is taken along the vertical line from
c− i∞ to c+ i∞. Also, we will often abbreviate ∫
(c1)
· · · ∫
(cr)
with
∫
(c1,...,cr)
.
Finally, by ε we indicate a sufficiently small positive real number, and by A a positive
absolute constant whose value might be different at each occurrence.
We now show how to derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorem 1. First, we assume |αi|, |βi| < ε2k and ℜ(s) > 1. Then, by the residue
theorem
Ma;α,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
|I|≥ k+2
2
∏
i∈I
( 1
2πi
∫
|wi|= εk
ζ(1 + αi + wi)ζ(1 + βi + wi)
|ai|wi+
1+s
I,w′
I
|I|
Γ(wi +
1+sI,w′
I
|I| )
)
× ∆wI ;I|I|(s− 1) + sI,w′I + 1
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
1+2wi+αi+βi
ℓ
∑
i∈I(1+2wi+αi+βi)
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
Dαj ,βj(1−
1+sI,w′
I
|I| ,
haj
ℓ
)
∏
i∈I
dwi,
where w′I := (−w′i)i∈I , sI,w′I = −
∑
i∈I wi, and the circles are oriented in the positive direc-
tion. Thus, letting α,β → 0 we obtain
Ma;0,0(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅, |I|≥ k+2
2
(∏
i∈I
1
2πi
∫
|wi|= εk
ζ(1 + wi)
2(ai, ℓ)
2wi
|ai|wi+
1+s
I,w′
I
|I|
Γ(wi +
1+sI,w′
I
|I| )
)
×
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
ℓ|I|+
∑
i∈I 2wi
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
(∏
j∈J
D0,0(1−
1+sI,w′
I
|I| ,
haj
ℓ
)
) ∆wI ;I
|I|(s− 1) + sI,w′I + 1
∏
i∈I
dwi.
(3.1)
Now, for w 6= 0 we have
1
w − w1 − · · · − wk =
k∑
m=0
m!
wm+1
∑
S⊆{1,...,k},
|S|=m
∏
i∈S
wi +Ow
( k∑
i=1
|wi|2
)
as w1, . . . , wk → 0 and so
1
|I|(s− 1) + sI,w′I + 1
=
|I|∑
m=0
m!
(|I|(s− 1) + 1)m+1
∑
S⊆I,|S|=m
∏
i∈S
wi +Os
( m∑
i=1
|wi|2
)
.
Also, if |wi| < εk for all i ∈ I with ε small enough, then we have(∏
i∈I
Γ(wi +
1+sI,w′
I
|I| )
)
∆wI ;I
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
D0,0(1−
1+sI,w′
I
|I| ,
haj
ℓ
)
=
∑
S⊆I
fI,S(ℓ)
∏
i∈S
wi +Os
( m∑
i=1
|wi|2
)
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for some fI,S ∈ C. It follows that
Ma;α,β(s) =
|I|∑
m=0
∑
S1,S2⊆I,
|S1|=m,S1∩S2=∅
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅, |I|≥ k+2
2
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
ℓ|I|
m!fI,S2(ℓ)
(|I|(s− 1)) + 1)m+1
×
∏
i∈I
Res
wi=0
(
ζ(1 + wi)
2w
δi∈S1∪S2
i
|ai|wi+
1
|I| (ℓ/(ai, ℓ))2wi
∏
r∈I
|ar|
wi
I
)
,
(3.2)
where δi∈S1∪S2 = 1 if i ∈ S1 ∪ S2 and δi∈S1∪S2 = 0 otherwise. By analytic continuation this
gives an expression for Ma;0,0(s) for all s ∈ C and so Theorem 1 follows by Theorem 3.
We conclude the section by computing the value of the constant ck,k+1(a).
First we observe that the terms in this sum with I = {1, . . . , k} are
k∑
m=0
m!
(k(s− 1) + 1)m+1
∑
S1,S2⊆{1,...,k},
|S1|=m,S1∩S2=∅
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
ℓk
f{1,...,k},S2(ℓ)
×
( k∏
i=1
|ai|− 1I
) k∏
i=1,
i/∈S1∪S2
(
2γ − log(|ai|ℓ2/(ℓ, ai)2) + 1
k
k∑
r=1
log |ar|
) (3.3)
(we remark that f{1,...,k},S2(ℓ)/ϕ(ℓ) does not depend on ℓ). Among these, the term with m = k
is
k!
(k(s− 1) + 1)k+1
∆0;{1,...,k}Γ( 1k)
k
|a1 · · · ak| 1k
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
ℓk
ϕ(ℓ) (3.4)
since f{1,...,k},∅ = ϕ(ℓ)Γ( 1k)
k∆0;{1,...,k}. Finally,
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
ℓk
ϕ(ℓ) = ρ(a)
∏
p
(
1 +
∞∑
m=1
(1− 1
p
)p−m(k−1)
)
= ρ(a)
∏
p
(
1 +
p− 1
pk − p
)
= ρ(a)
ζ(k − 1)
ζ(k)
,
where
ρ(a) :=
∏
p|a1···ak
1 +
∑∞
m=1(1− 1p)pm
∏k
i=1 p
−max(0,m−νp(ai))
1 + (p− 1)/(pk − p) (3.5)
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with νp(a) = r if p
r||a. Thus, the expression in (3.4) can be rewritten as
ρ(a)
|a1 · · · ak| 1k
k!
(k(s− 1) + 1)k+1
ζ(k − 1)Γ( 1
k
)k
ζ(k)Γ( r
k
)Γ(1− r
k
)
,
where r = {1 ≤ i ≤ k| sign(ai) = 1} (and the above expression has to be interpreted as 0 if
r ∈ {0, k}).
We remark that for all q ≥ 1 one has, as expected, ρ(qa1, . . . , qak) = qρ(a1, . . . , ak).
Finally, we observe that if we assume GCD(a1, . . . , ak) = 1 and let κ(a) :=
∏
p|a1···ak p
mp ,
where mp is the second smallest among vp(a1), . . . , vp(ak) (the smallest being 1 by hypothesis),
then we have
ζ(k)
ζ(k − 1)
ϕ(κ(a))
κ(a)
d(κ(a)) ≤ ρ(a) ≤ d(κ(a)) (3.6)
and so, in particular 1≪ ρ(a)≪ε |a1 · · · ak|ε. Indeed, we have
1 +
np∑
m=1
(1− 1
p
) ≤ 1 +
∞∑
m=1
(1− 1
p
)pm
k∏
i=1
p−max(0,m−νp(ai)) ≤ 1 +
np∑
m=1
(1− 1
p
) +
∑
m>np
(1− 1
p
)pnp−m
and so
(np + 1)(1− 1p) ≤ 1 +
∞∑
m=1
(1− 1
p
)pm
k∏
i=1
p−max(0,m−νp(ai)) ≤ 1 + np(1− 1p) + 1p ≤ np + 1
which gives ∏
p|κ(a)(vp(κ(a)) + 1)(1− 1p)
1 + (p− 1)/(pk − p) ≤ ρ(a) ≤
∏
p|κ(a)
(vp(κ(a)) + 1)
and so (3.6) follows.
Remark 4. Also the coefficients ck−1,r with 1 ≤ r ≤ k can be expressed in terms of the Gamma
and zeta functions. Indeed, by Ramanujan’s formula (1.10) if ℜ(s) > 1, ℜ(s+ w) > 1, then
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓw
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
D0,0(s,±h/k) =
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓw
∑
n≥1
d(n)
ns
cℓ(n) =
1
ζ(w)
∑
n≥1
d(n)σ1−w(n)
ns
=
ζ(s)2ζ(s+ w − 1)2
ζ(w)ζ(2s+ w − 1) ,
since
∑
n≥1
σa(n)σb(n)
ns
= ζ(s)ζ(s−a)ζ(s−b)ζ(s−a−b)
ζ(2s−a−b) (cf. (1.3.3) in [Tit]) and the same formula holds
for ℜ(s+w) > 2, ℜ(2s+w) > 2, ℜ(w) > 1 by analytic continuation. In particular, assuming
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for simplicity a = (−1, 1, . . . , 1) one computes that the contribution of the terms with |I| =
k − 1 to (3.1) is
(k − 1)
( k−1∏
i=1
1
2πi
∫
|wi|= εk
ζ(1 + wi)
2Γ(wi +
1−s∗
k−1 )
)
Γ
(
1− w1 − 1−s∗k−1
)−1
Γ
(
w1 +
1−s∗
k−1
)−1
(k − 1)(s− 1)− s∗ + 1
× ζ(1−
1
k−1 +
s∗
k−1)
2ζ(k − k
k−1 +
(2k−1)s∗
k−1 )
2
ζ(k − 1 + 2s∗)ζ(k − 2k−1 + 2ks∗k−1 )
k−1∏
i=1
dwi,
where s∗ = s∗(w1, . . . , wk−1) :=
∑k−1
r=1
wr. Proceeding as above one can then compute the
coefficients ck−1,r for 1 ≤ r ≤ k.
4 The proof of Theorem 2
First, we observe that the contribution to N(Bk) coming from the terms where the maximum
max{|x1|, . . . , |xk|, |y1|, . . . |yk|} is attained at more than one of the |xi|, |yj| is Oa,ε(Bk− 32+ε).
Indeed, the contribution of the terms with |xi|, |yi| ≤ |x1| = |y2| for all i = 1, . . . , k is∑
xi,yi≤x1=y2<
√
B, ∀i=1,...,k
a1x1y1+···+akxkyk=0
1 =
∑
xi,yi≤x1=y2<
√
B, ∀i=1,...,k
x1(a1y1+a2x2)=a3x3y3+···+akxkyk
1≪
∑
r<(|a1|+|a2|)B,
xi,yi<
√
B, ∀i=3,...,k
r=a3x3y3+···+akxkyk
d(r)B
1
2 ≪a,ε Bk− 32+ε.
and one can bound similarly all the other cases. Thus,
N(Bk) =
k∑
i=1
Ni(B) +Oa,ε(B
k− 3
2
+ε),
where
Ni(B) =
1
2
#
{
(x,y) ∈ Z2k6=0
∣∣∣∣∣ a1x1y1 + · · ·+ akxkyk = 0, (x1, . . . , xk) = (y1, . . . , yk) = 1|xiyj| < B ∀j = 1, . . . , k, |xj1|, |yj2| < |xi| ∀j1, j2 = 1, . . . , k, j1 6= i
}
= 2k−1#
{
(x,y) ∈ Nk × Zk6=0
∣∣∣∣∣ a1x1y1 + · · ·+ akxkyk = 0, (x1, . . . , xk) = (y1, . . . , yk) = 1|xiyj| < B ∀j = 1, . . . , k, |yj2|, xj1< xi ∀j1, j2 = 1, . . . , k, j1 6= i
}
.
Notice that in the first line we divided by 4 since −x = x in P1(Q) and we multiplied by 2
since we assumed the maximum among the xi, yj is attained at one of the xi.
By symmetry it is sufficient to consider the case i = 1. Also, we can assume B is a
half-integer. Using Mo¨bius inversion formula we find
N1(B) = 2
k−1 ∑
d1,d2≥1
µ(d1)µ(d2)
d1d2
∑
x2...,xk,|y1|,...,|yk|<x1, xi∈N,yi∈Z6=0
x1|yj |<B/d1d2,∀j=1,...k,
a1x1y1+···+akxkyk=0
1.
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Then, we express the inequalities x1|yj| < B/d1d2 and x2 . . . , xk, |y1|, . . . |yk| < x1 analytically
via the following formula (see Theorem G in [Ing])
1
2πi
∫ ′
(δ)
x−z
dz
z
=
{
χ(0,1)(x) +Oδ(
xδ
T | log x|) if x ∈ R>0 \ {1}
1/2 +Oδ(T
−1) if x = 1
where χ[0,1)(x) is the indicator function of the set [0, 1) and
∫ ′
indicates that the integral
is truncated at |ℑ(z)| ≤ T . We shall choose the parameter 1 ≤ T ≤ B at the end of the
argument. Bounding as above the error coming from the cases where x1/xi = 1, x1/yj = 1
for some i = 2, . . . , k or j = 1, . . . , k, we obtain
N1(B) =
∑
d1,d2≥1
µ(d1)µ(d2)
d1d2
∑
x1,...,xk∈N,y1,...,yk∈Z6=0,
a1x1y1+···+akxkyk=0
( k∏
j=1
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(czj ,cwj )
1
y
zj+wj
j
)
×
( k∏
f=2
1
2πi
∫ ′′
(cuf )
1
x
uf
f
)2k−1(B/d1d2)∑kj=1 zj
x
∑k
j=1(zj−wj)−
∑k
f=2 uf
1
( k∏
j=1
dzjdwj
zjwj
)( k∏
f=2
duf
uf
)
+ E
(4.1)
where
∫ ′′
indicates the integral is truncated at |ℑ(uf)| ≤ 2T and the lines of integration are
czj = 1 − 1k + 3ε, cwj = ε and cuf = 1 − 1k + ε, for some small ε > 0. The error term E is
Oε,a,k(B
k−1+3kε/T ). Indeed, for example, in the most delicate case one needs to bound sums
of the following form (we take a1 = · · · = ak = 1 for simplicity, but the same proof extends
to the general case):
∑
x1,...,xk,y1,...,yk∈Z6=0, x1 6=y2
x1y1+···+xkyk=0
Bk−1+3kε
|x1 · · ·xky1 · · · yk|1− 1k+ε
1
T log |x1/y2| . (4.2)
Now, (log |x/y|)−1 ≪ |x||x−y| if |x − y| < |x|/2 (and thus |y| ≥ |x|/2) and (log |x/y|)−1 ≪ 1
otherwise. Thus, this sum is
≪k,ε B
k−1+3kε
T
+
∑
x1,...,xk,y1,y2,...yk∈Z6=0,06=|x1−y2|<|x1|/2
x1y1+x2y2+···+xkyk=0
Bk−1+3kε/T
|x2 · · ·xky1y3 · · · yk|1− 1k+ε
1
|x1 − y2||x1|1− 2k+ε
.
Now, a simple computation shows that for m 6= 0
∑
m=x3y3+···+xkyk
1
|x3 · · ·xky3 · · · yk|1− 1k+ε
≪ε m− 2k
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and so, writing r = x1 − y2, n = y1 + x2 and m = x3y3 + · · ·+ xkyk and bounding easily the
case m = 0, we see that the sum in (4.2) is bounded by
≪k,ε B
k−1+3kε
T
+
Bk−1+3kε
T
∑
x1,m,r,x2∈Z6=0,n∈Z
x1n−x2r=m,
|r|<|x1|/2, n 6=x2
1
|x1|1− 2k+ε|n− x2|1− 1k+ε|x2|1− 1k+ε|r||m| 2k
.
The terms with |m| > (|x1n|+ |x2r|)/4 can be bounded easily by using |m|− 2k ≪ |x1n|− 2k and
disregarding the linear equation. For the terms with |m| ≤ (|x1n| + |x2r|)/4, we have also
|x1n| ≤ 53 |x2r| and so, since r < |x1|/2, then |n| < 56 |x2| and so |n − x2|1−
1
k
+ε ≫ |x2|1− 1k+ε.
Thus, we obtain that the sum in (4.2) is
≪k,ε B
k−1+3kε
T
+
Bk−1+3kε
T
∑
x1,m,r,x2,n∈Z6=0
x1n−x2r=m,
m≪|x2r|, r≪|x1|
1
|x1|1− 2k+ε|x2|2− 2k+ε|r||m| 2k
.
Then, we write m = ℓ + x1g with ℓ ≡ −x2r (mod |x1|), |g| ≪ |x2r||x1| , −
|x1|
2
< ℓ ≤ |x1|
2
and
(ℓ, g) 6= (0, 0), ℓ+ x1g 6= x2r. Dividing according to whether g 6= 0 and g = 0 we obtain that
the above sum is
≪
∑
x1,r,x2,g∈Z6=0
|g|≪|x2r|/|x1|,
r≪|x1|
Bk−1+3kε/T
|x1|1− 2k+ε|x2|2− 2k+ε|r||gx1| 2k
+
∑
x1,r,x2∈Z6=0
1≤|ℓ|≤ |x1|
2
, r≪|x1|,
x1|(ℓ−x2r)6=0
Bk−1+3kε/T
|x1|1− 2k+ε|x2|2− 2k+ε|r||ℓ| 2k
≪
∑
x1,r,x2∈Z6=0
r≪|x1|,
Bk−1+3kε/T
|x1|2− 2k+ε|x2|1+ε|r| 2k
+
∑
ℓ,r,x2∈Z6=0
ℓ−x2r 6=0
d(ℓ− x2r)Bk−1+3kε/T
|x2|2− 2k+ε|r|1+ ε2 |ℓ|1+ ε2
≪ B
k−1+3kε
T
,
as claimed.
Now, we go back to (4.1) and make the change of variables uf → uf+zf for all f = 2, . . . , k.
Summing the Dirichlet series, we obtain
N1(B) = 2
k−1
( k∏
j=1
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(cwj ,czj )
)( k∏
f=2
1
2πi
∫ ′′′
(cuf )
)B∑kj=1 zjA∗a;z+α,z+w(0)
ζ(1 +
∑k
j=1 zj)
2
×
(∏
f
duf
uf + zf
)(∏
j
dzjdwj
zjwj
)
+Ok,ε,a(B
k−1+ε/T ),
where A∗aǫ;z+α,z+β(0) is as defined in (2.7), cuf = −2ε,
α := (−w1 −
k∑
j=2
(wj + uj), u2, . . . , uk)
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and
∫ ′′′
indicates the integral is truncated at |ℑ(zf + uf)| ≤ 2T .
Now, we apply Theorem 3 to A∗a;z+α,z+β(0) = A∗a;z+α−ξ,z+β−ξ(1 − 1k), where ξ := (1 −
1
k
, . . . , 1− 1
k
). We keep as main term only the summand in (2.9) with I = {1, . . . , k}, treating
the other summands as error terms. Thus, we write
A∗a;z+α,z+w(0) =M∗∗a;z+α,z+w + E∗∗a;z+α,z+w,
where
M∗∗a;z+α,z+w =
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={αi,wi}∀i=1,...,k
( k∏
i=1
ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )
|ai|−zi−α∗i+
1+
∑k
r=1
(zr+α
∗
r)
k
Γ(−zi+α∗i
2
+
1+
∑k
r=1(zr+α
∗
r)
2k
)
Γ(
1+zi+α∗i
2
− 1+
∑k
r=1(zr+α
∗
r)
2k
)
)
× 2π
k
2
−1
1 +
∑k
i=1(zi + α
∗
i − 1)
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
1−α∗i+β∗i
ℓ
∑k
i=1(1−α∗i+β∗i )
ϕ(ℓ),
and E∗∗a;z+α,z+β is holomorphic on a region containing
η :=
k∑
i=1
(|ℜ(zi + αi − 1 + 1k)|+ |ℜ(zi + wi − 1 + 1k)|) < 1−ε2k ,
where it satisfies
E∗∗a;z+α,z+β ≪k,ε,a
(
(1 +
k
max
i=1
(|ℑ(αi + zi)|+ |ℑ(zi + wi)|)
)14k(η+ε)
.
Assuming ε is small enough with respect to k, we can bound the contribution coming from
E∗∗ by moving the line of integration czk to czk = 12k − 6kε, obtaining a contribution of
O(Bk−1+26kε(T 7B−
1
2k + T−1)) form the integrals over the new line of integration and on the
horizontal segments. Thus, we obtain
N1(B) = N
′
1(B) +N
′′
1 (B) +Ok,ε,a(B
k−1+26kε(T 7kB−
1
2k + T−1)),
where
N ′1(B) :=
( k∏
j=1
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(cwj ,czj )
)( k∏
f=2
1
2πi
∫ ′′′
(cuf )
) ∑
(α∗1 ,β
∗
1)=(α1,w1)
{α∗i ,β∗i }={ui,wi}∀i=2,...,k
Qα∗,β∗(z,w)
∏k
i=1 ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )
1 +
∑k
i=1(zi + α
∗
i − 1)
B
∑k
j=1 zj
ζ(1 +
∑k
j=1 zj)
2
( k∏
f=2
duf
)( k∏
j=1
dzjdwj
wj
)
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with
Qα∗,β∗(z,w) :=
( k∏
i=1
1
|ai|−zi−α∗i+
1+
∑k
r=1
(zr+α
∗
r)
k
Γ(−zi+α∗i
2
+
1+
∑k
r=1(zr+α
∗
r)
2k
)
Γ(
1−zi−α∗i
2
+
1+
∑k
r=1(zr+α
∗
r)
2k
)
)
× 2
kπ
k
2
−1
z1
∏k
f=2 zf(zf + uf)
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
1−α∗i+β∗i
ℓ
∑k
i=1(1−α∗i+β∗i )
ϕ(ℓ),
and where N ′′1,ǫ(B) is defined in the same way, but with the condition (α
∗
1, β
∗
1) = (α1, w1) in
the sum replaced by (α∗1, β
∗
1) = (w1, α1). We remark that if ε is small enough, Qα∗,β∗(z,w)
is holomorphic on a region containing
k∑
i=1
ℜ(β∗i − α∗i ) > 2− k + ε, ℜ(zf + uf) > 0 ∀f = 2, . . . , k ,
1− 3
2k
≤ ℜ(zi + α∗i ) < 1− 1k + 2kε, ℜ(zi) > 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , k,
where by Stirling’s formula it satisfies
Qα∗,β∗(z,w)≪a,k,ε
∏k
i=1 |ℑ(zi + α∗i − 1k
∑k
r=1(zr + α
∗
r))|−
1
2
−ℜ(zi+α∗i−
1+
∑k
r=1(zr+α
∗
r)
k
)
|z1|
∏k
i=2 |zi(zi + ui)|
≪a,k,ε
∏k
i=1 |ℑ(zi + α∗i − 1k
∑k
r=1(zr + α
∗
r))|
1
2
−ℜ(zi+α∗i )+ε
|z1|
∏k
i=2 |zi(zi + ui)|
. (4.3)
Now we move cz1 to cz1 = 1− 32k+6kε passing through the pole at k−1−
∑k
i=1(zi+α
∗
i ) = 0.
Notice that doing so α∗1 − β∗1 stays constant so we don’t cross the pole of ζ(1−α∗1 + β∗1). The
contribution of the integrals on the new line of integration and on the horizontal segments is
trivially Ok,ε,a(B
k−1+12kε(B−
1
2k + T−1)), whereas the contribution of the residue is
1
2πi
∫ ′
(cw1 )
( k∏
j=2
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(cwj )
∫ ′
(czj )
)(∏
f
1
2πi
∫ ′′′
(δcuf
)
) ∑
(α∗1,β
∗
1 )=(α1,β1)
{α∗i ,β∗i }={ui,wi}∀i=2,...,k
Qα∗,β∗(z
′,w)
( k∏
i=1
ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )
) Bk−1+w1+∑kj=2 β∗j
ζ(k + w1 +
∑k
j=2 β
∗
j )
2
(∏
f
duf
)( k∏
j=2
dzjdwj
wj
)dw1
w1
where z′ = (k − 1− α1 −
∑k
i=2(zi + α
∗
i ), z2, . . . , zk) and where we used that for z1 = k − 1−
α∗1 −
∑k
i=2(zi + α
∗
i ) one has
k∑
j=1
zj = k − 1−
k∑
j=1
α∗j = k − 1 + w1 −
k∑
j=2
α∗j +
k∑
j=2
(wj + uj) = k − 1 + w1 +
k∑
j=2
β∗j .
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Next, we observe that the terms in the sum over α∗,β∗ for which (α∗h, β
∗
h) = (wh, uh) for
some h ∈ {2, . . . , k} are Ok,ε,a(Bk−1+12kε(TB− 12k + T−1)); indeed one can move cwh and cuh
to cuh = − 12k + (6k − 2)ε and cwh = 12k − (6k − 1)ε and then bound trivially obtaining the
claimed bound. Notice that doing so we don’t pass through any poles, since ℜ(1−α∗1+β∗1) =
1 + ℜ(2w1 +
∑k
j=2 uj + wj) stays constant, whereas ℜ(1 − α∗h + β∗h) = ℜ(1 − w∗h + u∗h) stays
less than one.
Thus, we only have to consider the term with (α∗j , β
∗
j ) = (uj, wj) for all j = 2, . . . , k and
moving the lines of integration as above for all i = 2, . . . , k one obtains that it’s enough to
consider the contribution from the residue at wj = 0 for all j = 2, . . . , k. To summarize, we
arrive to
N ′1(B) =
1
2πi
∫ ′
(cw1 )
( k∏
j=2
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(czj )
∫ ′′′
(cuj )
) ∑
(α∗1,β
∗
1 )=(−w1−
∑k
j=2 uj ,w1)
(α∗i ,β
∗
i )=(ui,0)∀i=2,...,k
Qα∗,β∗(z
′,w′)Bk−1+w1
× ζ(1 + 2w1 +
k∑
j=2
uj)
∏k
i=2 ζ(1− ui)
ζ(k + w1)2
dw1
w1
k∏
j=2
dujdzj +Ok,ε,a
(
Bk−1+12kε
( TAk
B−
1
2k
+
1
T
))
with w′ = (w1, 0, . . . , 0). Next we move the line of integration cw1 to cw1 = − 14k +6kε passing
through the pole at w1 = 0 only, so that bounding trivially the contribution of the new line
of integration we obtain N ′1(B) = C1,1(T )B
k−1 +Ok,ε,a(Bk−1+12kε(TB−
1
4k + T−1)), where
C1,1(T ) :=
( k∏
j=2
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(czj )
∫ ′′′
(cuj )
)Qu′,0(z′, 0)
ζ(k)2
ζ(1 +
k∑
j=2
uj)
k∏
j=2
ζ(1− uj)dujdzj
with u′ = (−∑kj=2 uj, u2, . . . , uk) and z′ = (k− 1−α∗1−∑ki=2(zi + ui), z2, . . . , zk) = (k− 1−∑k
i=2 zi, z2, . . . , zk) and lines of integration cuj = −2ε, czi = 1 − 1k + 3ε. Notice that (4.3) in
this case gives
Qα∗,β∗(z′, 0)≪a,k,ε
∏k
i=2 |ℑ(zi + ui)|−
1
2
+ 1
k
|k − 1− z2 + · · ·+ zk|
∏k
i=2 |zi(zi + ui)|
and thus, using the convexity bound ζ(1 +
∑k
j=2 uj)≪ε (1 + |u2 + · · ·+ uk|)(k+1)ε, we obtain
C1,1(T ) := C
′
1,1 +O(T
− 1
2
+ 1
k
+2kε),
where C ′1,1 is defined as C1,1(T ) but where we removed the truncations at |ℑ(zi)| ≤ T and
|ℑ(zi + ui)| ≤ 2T from the integrals. Thus,
N ′1(B) = C
′
1,1B
k−1 +Ok,ε,a(B
k−1+12kε(TB−
1
4k + T−
1
2
+ 1
k )).
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We can treat N ′′1 (B) in the same way, the only difference being that in this case
∑
j zj =
k − 1 − w1 −
∑k
j=2 α
∗
j so that we still obtain a non-negligible contribution only from the
summand with (α∗i , β
∗
i ) = (ui, wi) for all i = 2, . . . , k. We arrive to
N ′′1 (B) =
1
2πi
∫ ′
(cw1 )
( k∏
j=2
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(czj )
∫ ′′′
(cuj )
) ∑
(α∗1 ,β
∗
1)=(w1,−w1−
∑k
j=2 uj)
(α∗i ,β
∗
i )=(ui,0) ∀i=2,...,k
Qα∗,β∗(z
′,w′)Bk−1−w1−
∑k
j=2 uj
ζ(1− 2w1 −
∑k
j=2 uj)
ζ(k − w1 −
∑k
j=2 uj)
2
( k∏
j=2
ζ(1− uj)dujdzj
)dw1
w1
+Ok,ε,a
(
Bk−1+12kε
(
TB−
1
2k + T−1
))
,
with z′ = (k − 1 + w1 −
∑k
j=2 uj −
∑k
j=2 zj , z2, . . . , zk) and w
′ = (w1, 0, . . . , 0). We move the
line of integration cw1 to cw1 =
1
4k
− 6kε, passing through a pole at w1 = −12
∑k
j=2 uj. The
integral on the new line of integration can be bounded trivially, whereas the contribution of
the residue is
( k∏
j=2
1
(2πi)2
∫ ′
(czj )
∫ ′′′
(cuj )
) ∑
(α∗1 ,β
∗
1 )=(− 12
∑k
j=2 uj ,− 12
∑k
j=2 uj)
(α∗i ,β
∗
i )=(ui,0) ∀i=2,...,k
Qα∗,β∗(z,w
′)
× −1∑k
j=2 uj
Bk−1−
1
2
∑k
j=2 uj
ζ(k − 1
2
∑k
j=2 uj)
2
( k∏
j=2
ζ(1 + uj)dujdzj
)
where w′ = (−1
2
∑k
j=2 uj, 0, . . . , 0). Next, for each j = 3, . . . , k we move cuj to cuj =
1
2k
−6kε,
passing through the pole of ζ(1− uj). The contribution on the new line of integration can be
bounded trivially, and we obtain that the above is
−1
2πi
∫ ′
(cu2)
( k∏
j=2
1
2πi
∫ ′
(czj )
)
Qα′,β′(z,w
′)
ζ(1− u2)
u2
Bk−
1
2
u2
ζ(k − 1
2
u2)2
du2
( k∏
j=2
dzj
)
+Ok,ε,a
(
Bk−1+12kε
(
TB−
1
2k + T−1
))
where α′ = (−1
2
u2, u2, 0, . . . , 0) and β
′ = (−1
2
u2, 0, . . . , 0). Moving cu2 to cu2 =
1
2k
− 6kε
picking up the pole at u2 = 0, we then obtain
N ′′1,ǫ(B) = C1,2(T )B
k−1 logB + C1,3(T )Bk−1 +Ok,ε,a
(
Bk−1+12kε
(
TB−
1
4k + T−1
))
,
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where
C1,2(T ) :=
1
2
( k∏
j=2
1
2πi
∫ ′
(czj )
)Q0,0(z, 0)
ζ(k)2
( k∏
j=2
dzj
)
,
C1,3(T ) := −
( k∏
j=2
1
2πi
∫ ′
(czj )
)Q0,0(z, 0)
ζ(k)2
(
γ +
∂
∂u2
Qα′,β′(z,w
′)|u2=0
Q0,0(0,w′)
+
ζ ′(k)
ζ(k)
)( k∏
j=2
dzj
)
with z = (k − 1−∑kj=2 zj , z2, . . . , zk). By (4.3) and the analogous bound for the logarithmic
derivative of Qα′,β′ we have
C1,2(T ) = C
′
1,2 +O(T
−1), C1,3(T ) = C ′1,3 +O(T
−1),
where C ′1,2 and C
′
1,3 defined as C1,2, C1,3 but without the truncation at |ℑ(zi)| ≤ T in the
integrals. Finally, we write C ′1,2 as C
′
1,2 = S(a)σi(a), where
S(a) :=
1
2
∑
ℓ≥1
∏k
i=1(ai, ℓ)
ℓk
ϕ(ℓ)
ζ(k)2
and
σ′1(a) :=
( k∏
i=2
1
2πi
∫
(czi )
)2kπ k2−1|a1|k−2−z2−···−zk
k − 1− z2 − · · · − zk
Γ(2−k+z2+···+zk
2
)
Γ(k−1−z2−···−zk
2
)
k∏
i=2
Γ(1−zi
2
)
Γ( zi
2
)|ai|1−zi
dzi
z2i
.
Summarizing, we proved
N1(B) = B
k−1(S(a)σ′1(a) log T + C
′
1,1 + C
′
1,3) +Ok,ε,a(B
k−1+26kε(TB−
1
4k + T 7B−
1
2k + T−
1
2
+ 1
k )).
Thus, Theorem 4 follows by taking T = B
1
15k−2 and applying the following Lemma.
Lemma 3. For k ≥ 3 we have σ′1(a) = σ1(a) where σ1(a) is as in (1.8).
Proof. We only give a sketch, leaving the problem of justifying the manipulation of certain
conditionally convergent integrals to the interested reader.
First, by symmetry, we observe that
σ1(a) = 2
k
∑
ǫ=(±21,...,±k1)∈{±1}k−1
( k∏
i=2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
)
χ(0,1)
( k∑
i=2
(±iaixiyi/a1)
) k∏
i=2
dxidyi.
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Then, we detect the characteristic function χ(0,1) using its Mellin transform obtaining
σ1(a) =
∑
ǫ=(±21,...,±k1)∈{±1}k−1
( k∏
i=2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
) 1
2πi
∫
(cz1 )
2k(
∑k
i=2(±iaixiyi/a1))z1−1
1− z1
× χR>0
( k∑
i=2
(±iaixiyi/a1)
)
dz1
k∏
i=2
dxidyi
with cz1 =
1
k
. Then, we use Lemma 8 below with B = 03 obtaining
σ1(a) =
∑
ǫ=(±21,...,±k1)∈{±1}k−1
( k∏
i=2
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
)( k∏
i=1
1
2πi
∫
(czi)
−
k∏
i=1
1
2πi
∫
(c′zi)
) 2k
1− z1
× G(1− z1 − z2 − · · · − zk)
1− z1 − z2 − · · · − zk
Γ(z1)
∏k
i=2 Γ(zi)|aixiyi/a1|−zi
Γ(
∑+
1≤i≤k zi)Γ(
∑−
1≤i≤k zi)
( k∏
i=1
dzi
) k∏
i=2
dxidyi,
where G(s) is entire with G(0) = 1,
∑±
i indicates the sum is restricted to indexes such that
±i sign(ai) = ±1, with ±11 := − sign(a1), and the lines of integrations are c′zi = 1k−1 and
czi =
1
k+1
for i = 2, . . . , k and cz1 = c
′
z1
= 1
k
. Then, we notice that we can take instead
czi = c
′
zi
= 1
k
for i = 2, . . . , k and cz1 =
1
k+1
, c′z1 =
1
k−1 . We take the integral over xi and yi
inside and execute them, obtaining
σ1(a) =
∑
ǫ=(±21,...,±k1)∈{±1}k−1
( k∏
i=2
1
2πi
∫
(czi)
)( 1
2πi
∫
(cz1 )
− 1
2πi
∫
(c′z1)
) 2k
1− z1
× G(1− z1 − z2 − · · · − zk)
1− z1 − z2 − · · · − zk
Γ(z1)
∏k
i=2 Γ(zi)|ai/a1|−zi
Γ(
∑+
1≤i≤k zi)Γ(
∑−
1≤i≤k zi)
dz1
( k∏
i=1
dz2
(1− zi)2
)
.
By the residue theorem the difference of the integrals in z1 is equal to minus the residue at
z1 = 1− z2 − · · · − zk and so
σ1(a) =
∑
ǫ=(±21,...,±k1)∈{±1}k−1
( k∏
i=2
1
2πi
∫
(czi)
) 2k
1− z1
Γ(z1)
∏k
i=2 Γ(zi)|ai/a1|−zi
Γ(
∑+
1≤i≤k zi)Γ(
∑−
1≤i≤k zi)
k∏
i=2
dzi
(1− zi)2
where z1 := 1 − z2 − · · · − zk. We take the sum over ǫ inside, and evaluate it using (2.8)
(notice that since the value of ±11 is fixed we have to multiply by 12). We obtain
σ1(a) =
( k∏
i=2
1
2πi
∫
(czi)
) 2kπ k2−1
z2 + · · ·+ zk
Γ(1−z2−···−zk
2
)
Γ( z2+···+zk
2
)
k∏
i=2
Γ( zi
2
)|ai/a1|−zi
Γ(1−zi
2
)
dzi
(1− zi)2 .
3The Lemma is stated for B large to avoid issues coming with the conditional convergence of the integrals.
To make this rigorous it’s enough to take a larger B, and then later in the argument recompose the sum over
ν using (7.22).
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Making the change of variables zi → 1− zi for all i = 2, . . . , k we obtain σ′1(a).
5 The region of absolute convergence
In this section we prove a bound for Aa;α,β(s) in the region of absolute convergence. We
remark that if we were not concerned with the uniformity in k, then an easier argument
would have sufficed.
Lemma 4. Let k ≥ 3, a ∈ Zk6=0 and α,β ∈ Ck with |ℜ(αi)|, |ℜ(βi)| ≤ 12(k−1) for all i =
1, . . . , k. Then Aa;α,β(s) converges absolutely on ℜ(s) > 1 − 1k − 1k
∑k
i=1min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)).
Moreover, if
ℜ(s) ≥ 1− 1
k
+
ε
k
− 1
k
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) (5.1)
for some ε > 0, then Aa;α,β(s)≪ε
(
Ak
ε
)4k
where the implicit constant depends on ε only and
A is an absolute constant.
Proof. Clearly, we can assume s, αi, βi ∈ R and αi ≤ βi for all i = 1, . . . , k and that ε < 18 .
Also, it is sufficient to establish the claimed bound for s = 1− 1
k
− 1
k
∑k
i=1 αi +
4ε
k
.
We have τα,β(n) ≤ d(n)nmax(−α,−β) and so
Aa;α,β(s) ≤
k∑
i=1
∑
a1n1+···+aknk=0,
maxkj=1(nj)=ni
d(n1) · · · d(nk)
ns11 · · ·nskk
=
k∑
i=1
Si,
say, where we wrote si := s+ αi. By hypothesis s1 − ε > 1− 1k − 1k−1 − ε > 0 and so
S1 ≪ε
∑
a1n1+···+aknk=0,
maxnj=1(nj)=n1
d(n2) · · ·d(nk)
ns1−ε1 n
s2
2 · · ·nskk
≤
k−1∑
ℓ=1
∑
n2,...,nk≥1,
maxkr=2(nr)=nℓ
d(n2) · · ·d(nk)
ns1−εℓ n
s2
2 · · ·nskk
=
k∑
ℓ=2
Z1,ℓ,
say. We write
cr := 1− sr + ξr ε
k
=
1
k
+
1
k
k∑
i=1,
i 6=r
αi +
k − 1
k
αi − ε+ ξr ε
k
where ξr is any real number in the interval (1, 2) such that |cr| > ε2k (notice that since|αr| ≤ 12(k−1) we also have cr > −ε+ ξr εk > −18). Now,
χ[0,1](x) ≤ 2
(
1− x
2
)
χ[0,2](x) =
1
πi
∫
(1)
(x/2)−w
dw
w(w + 1)
= 2χI(r) +
1
πi
∫
(cr)
(x/2)−w
dw
w(w + 1)
,
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by the residue theorem, where I is the set of r ∈ {3, . . . , k} for which cr < 0 and χI is the
characteristic function of the set I. We replace the condition nr ≤ n2 for all r = 3, . . . , k by
this formula and obtain
Z1,2 ≤
∑
n2,...,nk≥1
d(n2) · · ·d(nk)
ns1+s2−ε2 n
s3
3 · · ·nskk
k∏
r=3
(
2χI(r) +
1
πi
∫
(cr)
(
nr
2n2
)−wr dwr
wr(wr + 1)
)
=
∑
J⊆I
2|J |
∏
j∈J
ζ(1 + ε
k
)2
∑
n2≥1
d(n2)
ns1+s2−ε2
∏
ℓ∈L
∑
nℓ≥1
d(nℓ)
nsℓℓ
1
πi
∫
(cℓ)
(
nℓ
2n2
)−wℓ dwℓ
wℓ(wℓ + 1)
,
since si > 1 +
ε
k
for all i ∈ I, and where L := {3, . . . , k} \ J . (Here and below the exchanges
in the orders of sums and integrals are justified by the absolute convergence). Exchanging
the order of summation and integration and summing the Dirichlet series we obtain
Z1,2 ≤
∑
J⊆I
2|J |
(∏
j∈J
ζ(sj)
2
)(∏
ℓ∈L
1
πi
∫
(cℓ)
ζ(sℓ + wℓ)
2
)
ζ
(
s1 + s2 − ε−
∑
ℓ∈L
wℓ
)2 k∏
ℓ∈L
dwℓ
wℓ(wℓ + 1)
.
The real part of the argument of the last ζ in the above equation is
s1 + s2 +
∑
ℓ∈L
(
sℓ − ξℓ ε
k
)
− |L| − ε ≥ (|L|+ 2)s− |L| − ε− 2ε|L|
k
+
∑
ℓ∈L∪{1,2}
αℓ
= 1 +
k − |L| − 2
k
+
2|L| − k + 8
k
ε− |L|+ 2
k
∑
j∈J
αj +
k − |L| − 2
k
∑
ℓ∈L∪{1,2}
αℓ
by the definition of sℓ and since ξℓ ≤ 2 and s = 1− 1k − 1k
∑k
i=1 αi+
4ε
k
. Since |αi| ≤ 12(k−1) for
all i = 1, . . . , k, then the above expression is
≥ 1 + k − |L| − 2
k
+
2|L| − k + 8
k
ε− (k − |L| − 2)(|L|+ 2)
k(k − 1)
= 1 +
(k − |L| − 2)(k − |L| − 3)
k(k − 1) +
2|L| − k + 8
k
ε = 1 +
m(m− 1)
k(k − 1) +
k − 2m+ 4
k
ε,
wherem := k−2−|L| (so that 0 ≤ m ≤ k−2). Thus, ifm < k/2 then ℜ(s1+s2−ε−
∑
ℓ∈Lwℓ) ≥
1 + 4
k
ε, and the same holds if m ≥ k/2 since in this case we have
1 +
m(m− 1)
k(k − 1) +
k − 2m+ 4
k
ε ≥ 1 + (k − 2)
4(k − 1) − ε+
8
k
ε ≥ 1 + 1
8
− ε+ 8
k
ε > 1 +
8
k
ε
for k ≥ 3 and ε < 1
8
. It follows that
Z1,2 ≤
∑
J⊆I
2|J |
π|L|
ζ(1 + 4 ε
k
)2
(∏
j∈J
ζ(1 + ε
k
)2
)∏
ℓ∈L
ζ(1 + ξℓ
ε
k
)2
∫
(cℓ)
|dwℓ|
|wℓ(wℓ + 1)|
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since by our choice we have sℓ + cℓ = 1 + ξℓ
ε
k
> 1 for all ℓ ∈ L. Finally, since |cℓ| > ε2k and
cℓ > −12 we have∫
(cℓ)
|dwℓ|
|wℓ(wℓ + 1)| ≤
2k
ε
∫
R
1
|(1 + ix)(1
2
+ ix)| ≤
2k
ε
∫
R
1
|1
2
+ ix|2 =
4πk
ε
and so, since sr > 1 + ξr
ε
k
for all r ∈ I and sℓ + cℓ > εk for all r = 3, . . . , k, we have
Z1,2 ≤ ζ(1 + εk )2k−2
∑
J⊆I
2|J |
π|L|
(
4πk
ε
)|L|
≤ k!
(
8k
ε
)k
ζ(1 + ε
k
)2k−2 ≪
(
Ak
ε
)4k
for some fixed A > 0. The same bound clearly holds for Zi,j for all i, j and so the Lemma
follows.
6 Proof of Theorem 3
Throughout the rest of the paper, we shall write
Xs,k,a,ε :=
k
ε
(1 + |s|) kmax
i=1
|ai|, Yα,β := (1 + kmax
i=1
(|ℑ(αi)|+ |ℑ(βi)|). (6.1)
Then, we notice that instead of (2.6), it is enough to prove
Aa;α,β(s)−Ma;α,β(s)≪ε (Xs,k,a,εYα,β)Ak (6.2)
for ℜ(s) ≥ 1 − 2−2ηα,β−ε
k+1
. Indeed, we can apply the Phragmen-Lindelo¨f principle on the
region 1 − 2−2ηα,β−ε
k+1
≤ ℜ(s) ≤ 1 − 1−ε
k
+
ηα,β
k+1
using (6.2) on the left boundary line and
the bound for Aa;α,β(s) given in Lemma 4 with a trivial bound for Ma;α,β(s) on the line
ℜ(s) = 1 − 1−ε
k
+
ηα,β
k+1
. Also, in (2.6) we can take (1 + |s|)7 rather than (1 + |s|)A since for
s = σ + it one has Aa;α,β(s) = Aa;α+t′,β+t′(σ) where t′ := (t, . . . , t).
Furthermore, we notice it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 in the case |αi − βi| > εk for
i = 1, . . . , k. Indeed, assume we have proved Theorem 3 in this restricted case and let
Fa;α,β(s) := 1
2πi
∫
|ξ1|=4 εk
(Aa;α′(ξ),β(s)−Ma;α′(ξ),β(s)) dξ
ξ
,
where α′(ξ) = (α′1, . . . , α
′
k) := (α1 + ξ, α2, . . . , αk). Then, Fa;α,β(s) defines a holomorphic
function in (s,α,β) in the domain
D :=
{
(s,α,β)
∣∣∣|α1−β1|< 2εk ,|αi−βi|> εk , ∀i≥2,|ℜ(αi)|,|ℜ(βi)|≤ 1−9ε2(k−1) ∀i≥1,ℜ(s)>1− 2−2ηα,β−10ε
k+1
}
.
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Moreover, by Cauchy’s theorem we have Fa;α,β(s) = Aa;α,β(s)−Ma;α,β(s) in the subset of D
with ℜ(s) > 4, since Aa;α,β(s) is clearly holomorphic also for α1 = β1 when the series defining
it is absolutely convergent and the same holds for Ma;α,β(s) since the poles of Ma;α′(ξ),β(s)
at α1 = β1 cancel. Thus, we have obtained the analytic continuation of Aa;α,β(s)−Ma;α,β(s)
on the domain given by D without any condition on |α1 − β1| and by the above integral
representation the bound (6.2) holds also in the case |α1− β1| ≤ εk . Repeating this procedure
for i = 2, . . . , k one obtains Theorem 3 in the general case. Thus, in the following we will
assume (α,β) ∈ Ωk with
Ωk := {(α,β) ∈ Ck × Ck | εk < |αi − βi|, |αi|, |βi| < 12(k−1) ∀i = 1, . . . , k}. (6.3)
Finally, we can and shall assume σ := ℜ(s)≪ 1.
We localize the variables of summation by introducing partitions of unity
∑†
N
P (x/N) = x, ∀x > 0,
such that
∑†
X−1≤N≤X 1 ≪ logX and with P (x) supported on 1 ≤ x ≤ 2 and satisfying
P (j)(x) ≪ jAj for some A > 0. Notice that under these conditions, the Mellin transform of
P (x),
P˜ (s) :=
∫ ∞
0
P (x)xs−1dx,
is entire and satisfies
P˜ (σ + it)≪ (1 + r + |σ|)ArC |σ|(1 + |t|)−r, ∀r ≥ 0 (6.4)
for some C > 0. Thus, for s satisfying (5.1) we can write
Aa;α,β(s) :=
∑†
N1,...,Nk
Aα,β(s),
where
Aα,β(s) :=
∑
a1n1+···+aknk=0
σα1−β1(n1) · · ·σαk−βk(nk)
ns+α11 · · ·ns+αkk
P (n1/N1) · · ·P (nk/Nk) (6.5)
and, here and in the following, we omit to indicate the dependence on a and N1, . . . , Nk to
save notation. The main step in the proof consists in the following lemma which we shall
prove in Section 7.
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Lemma 5. We have
Aα,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
|I|> k+1
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J
∏
i∈I
ζ(1− αi + βi)ZI;α∗,β∗(s),+E1(s),
(6.6)
where ZI;α,β is as in (7.24) and E1(s) is holomorphic in (s,α,β) ∈ C× Ωk and satisfies
E1(s)≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βNηα,β+2εmax
×
( N k−12max
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ +
N
k
2
−1− 1
k−1
max
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ− 1k−1
+
(N1 · · ·Nk)1− 1k−σ
Nmax
+N
k−3
2
− k+1
2
σ
max
) (6.7)
for 1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1, (α,β) ∈ Ωk, with ηα,β is as in (2.1) and Nmax := maxki=1Ni.
In Section 8 we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6. We have
Aα,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
|I|> k+1
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J
∏
i∈I
ζ(1− αi + βi)ZI;α∗,β∗(s),+E2(s),
(6.8)
where E2(s) is holomorphic in (s,α,β) ∈ C× Ωk and satisfies
E2(s)≪ε XAks,k,a,εY kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σN−1+ηα,β+εmax . (6.9)
Finally, in Section 9 we complete the proof of Theorem 3 summing over the partitions of
unity and computing the minimum of the two error terms.
7 Proof of Lemma 5
Since both Aα,β(s) and the main term on the right side of (6.6) are symmetric in N1, . . . , Nk
and with respect to the change a↔ −a (cf. Remark 9 at the end of Subsection 7.5), we can
and shall assume that N1 is the maximum among the Ni and that a1 < 0.
7.1 Separating the variables
The condition −a1n1 = a2n2 + · · · + aknk can be used to eliminate the variable n1 in the
definition (6.5) of Aα,β(s), by adding the conditions
a2n2 + · · ·+ aknk ≡ 0 (mod |a1|), a2n2 + · · ·+ aknk > 0
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and replacing each occurrences of n1 by (a2n2 + · · · + aknk)/|a1|. This poses the problem
of expressing τα1,β1(n1) = n
−α
1 σα−β(n1) in a more flexible way, which we achieve by the
following modification of Ramanujan’s identity (1.10) which also allows us to remove the
above congruence condition.
Lemma 7. Let a,m ∈ N and γ ∈ C. Then we have
δa|nσγ(n/a) =
1
a
∑
ℓ
cℓ(n)
ℓ1−γ
(ℓ, a)1−γυγ
(
aℓ2
(a, ℓ)2n
)
+ nγ
∑
ℓ
cℓ(n)
ℓ1+γ
(ℓ, a)1+γυ−γ
(
aℓ2
(a, ℓ)2n
)
,
where δa|n = 1 if a|n and δa|n = 0 otherwise, cℓ(n) :=
∑*
h (mod n) e
(
hn
ℓ
)
is the Ramanujan
sum and for any cw > |ℜ(γ)|
υγ(x) =
∫
(cw)
x−
w
2 ζ(1− γ + w)G(w)
w
dw, (7.1)
where G(w) is any even entire function which decays faster than any polynomial in vertical
strips and is such that G(0) = 1.
Proof. We start by observing that for ℜ(s) > 1 we have
δa|m
∑
ℓ≥1
cℓ(m/a)
ℓs
=
1
a
∑
ℓ≥1
cℓ(m)
ℓs
(ℓ, a)s. (7.2)
Indeed, by the orthogonality of additive characters, the left hand side is
1
a
a∑
g=1
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓs
ℓ∑
h=1,
(h,ℓ)=1
e
(
mh+mgℓ
aℓ
)
=
1
a
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓs
∑
h (mod aℓ),
(h,ℓ)=1
e
(
mh
aℓ
)
=
1
a
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓs
∑
d|a,
(a/d,ℓ)=1
∑
h (mod dℓ),
(h,dℓ)=1
e
(
mh
dℓ
)
=
1
a
∑
ℓ≥1
1
ℓs
∑
d|a,
(a,dℓ)=d
cdℓ(m) =
1
a
∑
ℓ′≥1,
(a,ℓ′)=d
1
(ℓ′/d)s
cℓ′(m),
as claimed. By Ramanujan’s identity (1.10), one has that (7.2) gives
δa|mσ1−s(m/a) = ζ(s)
1
a
∑
ℓ≥1
cℓ(m)
ℓs
(ℓ, a)s (7.3)
for ℜ(s) > 1. Now, by the residue theorem for any cw > |ℜ(γ)| we have
σγ(m/a) =
∫
(cw)
(m/a)
w
2 σγ−w(m/a)
G(w)
w
dw −
∫
(−cw)
(m/a)
w
2 σγ−w(m/a)
G(w)
w
dw
=
∫
(cw)
(m/a)
w
2 σγ−w(m/a)
G(w)
w
dw +
∫
(cw)
(m/a)γ+
w
2 τ−γ−w(m/a)
G(w)
w
dw
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since σγ+w(m) = m
γ+wτ−γ−w(m) and G(−w) = G(w), and so the lemma then follows by (7.3).
Remark 5. It will be convenient to take G(w) with a zero which cancels the pole of the
zeta-function in the definition (7.1) of υ. Thus we take
Gα1,β1(w) :=
w2 − (α1 − β1)2
(α1 − β1)2
ξ(1
2
+ w)
ξ(1
2
)
,
where ξ(s) := 1
2
s(s−1)π−π/2Γ(1
2
w)ζ(w) is the Riemann ξ-function. Notice that G(0) = 1 and
that by the functional equation we have Gα1,β1(w) = Gα1,β1(−w). Also, by Stirling’s formula
we have
Gα1,β1(w)≪ (k/ε)2e−
π
8
|ℑ(w)|(1 + |ℜ(w)|)A(|ℜ(w)|+1)
≪ (k/ε)2(1 + r + |ℜ(w)|)A(1+r+|ℜ(w)|)(1 + |w|)−r (7.4)
for any r ≥ 0.
Applying this lemma we obtain
Aα,β(s) =
∑
{α∗1 ,β∗1}={α1,β1},
(α∗i ,β
∗
i )=(αi,βi) ∀i=2,...,k
Kα∗,β∗(s),
where the sum is over α∗ = (α∗1, . . . , α
∗
k), β
∗ = (β∗1 , . . . , β
∗
k) and
Kα,β :=
1
|a1|
∑
n2,...,nk≥1,
n1=(a2n2+···+aknk)/|a1|>0
n−α11
∑
ℓ≥1
cℓ(a2n2 + · · ·+ ak)
ℓ1−α1+β1
(ℓ, a1)
1−α1+β1×
× τα2,β2(n2) · · · ταk ,βk(nk)
(n1 · · ·nk)s P (n1/N1) · · ·P (nk/Nk)υα1−β1
(
ℓ2
(ℓ, a1)2n1
)
.
Next, we express P and υ using their Mellin transforms so that, after making the change
of variables ui → ui − s for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we obtain
Kα,β =
∑
±2a2n2±3···±kaknk>0
∑
ℓ≥1
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
1
(2πi)k+1
∫
(cw,cu1 ,...,cuk)
Nu1−s1 · · ·Nuk−sk
(ℓ/(a1, ℓ))1−α1+β1+w
× τα2,β2(n2) · · · ταk ,βk(nk)cℓ(a2n2 + · · ·+ aknk)(ℓ, a1)
1−α1+β1+w
(a2n2 + · · ·+ aknk)α1+u1−w2 nu22 · · ·nukk |a1|1−α1−u1+
w
2
× P˜ (u1 − s) · · · P˜ (uk − s)ζ(1− α1 + β1 + w)Gα1,β1(w)
w
dwdu1 · · · duk,
(7.5)
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with lines of integrations
cw = |ℜ(α1 − β1)|+ 2ε, cu1 = −4k − ℜ(α1) + cw2 + ε, cu2 = · · · = cuk = 5k. (7.6)
Next, we separate the variables in the expression (a2n2 + · · ·+ aknk) 12+α1+u1−w2 using the
following lemma which we quote from Section 10 of [Bet] in a slightly adapted form.
Lemma 8. Let κ ≥ 2 and x1, . . . xκ > 0. Let ǫ = (±1, · · · ,±κ1) ∈ {±1}κ, with ±11 = −1.
Let B ∈ Z≥0 be such that κ2 + 12 < ℜ(v1) < B + 1. Moreover, let cv2 , . . . , cvκ, c′v2 , . . . , c′vκ > 0
be such that
ℜ(v1) + cv2 + · · ·+ cvκ < B + 1 < ℜ(v1) + c′v2 + · · ·+ c′vκ .
Then
(±2x2 ±3 · · · ±κ xκ)v1−1χR>0(±2x2 ±3 · · · ±κ xκ)
=
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νκ)∈Zκ−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νκ=B,
νi=0 if ±i = −1
B!
ν2! · · ·νκ!
1
(2πi)κ−1
(∫
(cv2 ,...,cvκ)
−
∫
(c′v2 ,...,c
′
vκ
)
)
Ψǫ,B(v1, . . . , vκ)
xv2−ν22 · · ·xvκ−νκκ
dv2 · · · dvκ,
where
Ψǫ,B(s1, . . . , sκ) :=
Γ(s1) · · ·Γ(sκ)
Γ(V +ǫ (s1, . . . , sκ))Γ(V
−
ǫ (s1, . . . , sκ))
G(B + 1− s1 − · · · − sκ)
B + 1− s1 − · · · − sκ ,
V ±ǫ (s1, . . . , sκ) :=
∑
1≤i≤κ,
±i1=±1
si
and G(s) is any entire function such that G(0) = 1 and G(σ + it) ≪ e−C1|t|(1 + |σ|)C2|σ| for
some fixed C1, C2 > 0. Moreover, writing si = σi + iti for i = 1, . . . , κ, we have
Ψǫ,B(s1, . . . , sκ)≪ 1
δκ
(1 +B + |σ1|+ · · ·+ |σκ|)A(1+B+|σ1|+···+|σκ|)
(1 + |t1|) 12−σ1 · · · (1 + |tκ|) 12−σκ(1 + |t1|+ · · ·+ |tκ|)σ1+···+σκ−1
, (7.7)
for some A > 0, provided that the si are located at a distance greater than δ > 0 from the
poles of Ψǫ,B.
Remark 6. If ǫ = (−1, . . . ,−1), then Ψǫ,B has to be interpreted as being identically zero.
Remark 7. The function Ψǫ,B(s1, . . . , sκ) has poles at si ∈ Z≤0 and at s1+ · · ·+ sk = B +1.
Remark 8. As a function G in this case we take G(s) := ξ(1
2
+ s)/ξ(1
2
).
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We apply Lemma 8 to (7.5) with ǫ := (sign a1, . . . , sign ak), v1 = 1 − α1 − u1 + w2 and
B = 4k, so that by our choice for the lines of integration (7.6), we have ℜ(v1) = 1 + 4k − ε.
Notice that thanks to (7.7) we don’t have problems of convergence of the integrals. We obtain,
Kα,β(s) =
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1
(4k)!
ν2! · · · νk! (Rν;α,β(s)−R
′
ν;α,β(s))
where, after opening the Ramanujan sum and summing over n2, . . . , nk,
Rν;α,β(s) :=
∑
ℓ≥1
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
1
(2πi)k+1
∫
(cw,cu1 ,cv2 ,...,cvk )
|a1|−1+α1+u1−w2 Nu1−s1
(ℓ/(a1, ℓ))1−α1+β1+w
P˜ (u1 − s)×
×Ψǫ,4k(1− α1 − u1 + w2 , v2, . . . , vk)ζ(1− α1 + β1 + w)
Gα1,β1(w)
w
dwdu1
×
k∏
i=2
|ai|νi−vi
2πi
∫
(cui)
Dαi,βi(ui + vi − νi, haiℓ )P˜ (ui − s)Nui−si duidvi
with cv2 , . . . , cvk =
ε
k
, and where R′ν;α,β(s) is defined in the same way, but with lines of
integrations c′vi = 1/2 + ε−min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) for i = 2, . . . , k. We notice that by our choices
for the lines of integration we have that the sum of the arguments of the function Ψǫ,4k in
Rν;α,β(s) has real part 4k + 1− εk and so is less than 4k + 1 as needed for the application of
Lemma 8 (whereas for Rν;α,β(s) one has that such real part is (much) larger than 4k + 1).
Now, R′ν;α,β can be bounded trivially by moving the line of integrations cui to cui =
1
2
+ νi
for i = 2, . . . , k, cw to cw = 1+ |ℜ(α1−β1)|+2ε, and cu1 to cu1 = 1−6k−ℜ(α1)+ cw2 without
passing through any pole (cf. Remark 7). We obtain that R′ν;α,β(s) is bounded by
R′ν;α,β(s)≪ε (kε (1 + |s|))Ak
N
1
2
+ν2−σ
2 · · ·N
1
2
+νk−σ
k |a2|ν2−
1
2 · · · |ak|νk− 12
N
6k−1+ 1
2
|ℜ(α1+β1)|− ε2+σ
1
∫
(cw,cu1 ,cv2 ,...,cvk )
|Gα1,β1(w)|
× |a1|−1+ℜ(α1+u1−w2 )|P˜ (u1 − s)Ψǫ,4k(1− α1 − u1 + w2 , v2, . . . , vk)|dwdu1dv2 · · · dvk|,
≪ (1 + |ℑ(α1)|)6kXAks,k,a,ε
N
1
2
+ν2−σ
2 · · ·N
1
2
+νk−σ
k
N
6k−1+ 1
2
|ℜ(α1+β1)|− ε2+σ
1
≪ (1 + |ℑ(α1)|)
6kXAks,k,a,εN
−k
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ− 12
by (6.4) and (7.7) with Xs,k,a,ε as in (6.1), and where for the last bound we used that N1 is
the largest of the Ni and ν2 + · · ·+ νk = 4k. Thus, summarizing this section we proved
Aα,β(s) =
∑
{α∗1 ,β∗1}={α1,β1},
(α∗i ,β
∗
i )=(αi,βi) ∀i 6=1
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1
(4k)!
ν2! · · ·νk!Rν;α
∗,β∗(s) + E3(s),
(7.8)
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where E3(s) satisfies
E3(s)≪ Y 6kα,βXAks,k,a,εN−k1 (N1 · · ·Nk)
1
2
−σ (7.9)
with Yα,β as in (6.1).
7.2 Picking up the poles of the Estermann functions
Next, after moving cw and cu1 to ensure the convergence of the sum over ℓ, we move the line of
integration cui to cui = −max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))− 2 εk + νi for each i = 2, . . . , k , passing through
the poles (cf. Lemma 2) of the Estermann functions. We obtain:
Rν;α,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={2,...,k},
I∩J=∅
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J∪{1}
∏
i∈I
ζ(1− αi + βi)SI;ν;α∗,β∗(s),
(7.10)
where after changing the order of sums and integrals (as can by done by the absolute conver-
gence of the sum and integrals)
SI;ν;α,β(s) :=
1
(2πi)k+1
∫
(cw,cu1 ,cv2 ,...,cvk )
Ψǫ,4k(1− α1 − u1 + w2 , v2, . . . , vk)ζ(1− α1 + β1 + w)
× Gα1,β1(w)
w
P˜ (u1 − s)Nu1−s1 du1
(∏
i∈I
P˜ (1− αi − vi + νi − s)N1−αi−vi+νi−si dvi
)
× |a1|−1+α1+u1−w2 |a2|ν2−v2 · · · |ak|νk−vk
(∏
j∈J
1
2πi
∫
(cuj )
P˜ (uj − s)Nuj−si
)
×
∑
ℓ
(ℓ, a1)
w
∏
i∈I∪{1}(ai, ℓ)
1−αi+βi
ℓw+
∑
i∈I∪{1}(1−αi+βi)
dw
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
Dαj ,βj(uj + vj − νj , hajℓ )dujdvj
(7.11)
and the lines of integrations can be taken to be
cv2 = · · · = cvk = εk , cuj = −max(ℜ(αj),ℜ(βj))− 2 εk + νj ∀j ∈ J,
cw = 2ε+max
(
0, 1 + |J | − |I|+
k∑
i=1
|ℜ(αi − βi)|
)
,
cu1 = −4k −ℜ(α1) + cw2 + ε.
(7.12)
Notice that with this choice the sum over ℓ converges absolutely by the convexity bound (2.4)
for the Estermann function.
We will treat SI;ν;α,β differently depending on whether |I| ≤ |J | or |I| > |J |.
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7.3 The case |I| ≤ |J |
If |I| ≤ |J | (or, equivalently, |J | ≥ k−1
2
), then we use the following lemma, whose proof we
postpone until the end of this subsection.
Lemma 9. Let a ∈ Zκ6=0 and γ, δ ∈ Cκ. Let S be the meromorphic function defined by
S(z) :=
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
κ∏
j=1
Dγj ,δj(z,
haj
ℓ
).
Then
S(z) = S∗(z) +S∗∗(z)
where S∗(z) is holomorphic on ℜ(z) ≤ −maxκi=1max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)) and S∗∗(z) = 0 if κ = 1
and otherwise S∗∗(z) is holomorphic on ℜ(z) ≤ 1
κ
− ε
κ
− 1
κ
∑κ
i=1max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)). Further-
more, if |ℜ(γi)|, |ℜ(δi)| ≤ 12 and
ℜ(z) ≤ − ε
3κ
−max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)) ∀i = 1, . . . , κ, u ≥ 1 + κ− 2κℜ(z)−
κ∑
j=1
ℜ(γj + δj) + ε,
then
∑
ℓ≥1
ℓ−u|S∗(z)| ≪ε |a1 · · · aκ|
(
Aκ
ε
)4κ
(1 + A|ℜ(z)|)2κ|ℜ(z)|
κ∏
i=1
(1 + |γi|+ |δi|+ |ℑ(z)|)2−2ℜ(z).
(7.13)
Moreover, if |ℜ(γi)|, |ℜ(δi)| ≤ 12(κ−1) and
ℜ(z) ≤ 1
κ
− ε
κ
− 1
κ
κ∑
i=1
max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)), ℜ(u) ≥ 2 + κ− 2κℜ(z)−
κ∑
j=1
ℜ(γj + δj) + ε,
then
∑
ℓ≥1
ℓ−u|S∗∗(z)| ≪ε
(
Aκ
ε
)4κ
(1 + A|ℜ(z)|)2κ|ℜ(z)|
κ∏
i=1
(1 + |γi|+ |δi|+ |ℑ(z)|)2−2ℜ(z). (7.14)
We apply this Lemma with κ = |J |, splitting SI;ν;α,β(s) into
SI;ν;α,β(s) = S
∗
I;ν;α,β(s) + S
∗∗
I;ν;α,β(s)
in the way suggested by the notation, with S∗∗ = 0 if |J | = 1. For S∗ we use (7.13) with
z = 0, γj = αj + uj + vj − νj , δj = βj + uj + vj − νj
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(since Dα,β(w,
h
k
) = Dα+w,β+w(0,
h
k
)). We move the line of integration cw to
cw = 2ε+ |J | − |I|+
k∑
i=1
|ℜ(αi − βi)|
keeping the other ones as in (7.12). Notice that we stay in the region of holomorphicity of S∗
and that we can apply (7.13) since −max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)) = εk ≥ ε3|J | whereas, using the trivial
bound (aj , ℓ) ≤ |aj|, the condition on u in the Lemma becomes
ℜ(w) +
∑
i∈I∪{1}
ℜ(1− αi + βi)) ≥ 1 + |J | −
∑
j∈J
ℜ(2uj + 2vj − 2νj + αj + βj) + ε
which is verified with our choice of lines of integration. Thus, we have that (7.13) gives
S∗ ≪ε
(
k
ε
)Ak
|a2|2+ν2 · · · |ak|2+νk
∫
(cw,cu1 ,cv2 ,...,cvk )
|Ψǫ,4k(12 − α1 − u1 + w2 , v2, . . . , vk)|
× |Gα1,β1(w)P˜ (u1 − s)Nu1−s1 ||dwdu1|
(∏
i∈I
∣∣P˜ (1− αi − vi + νi − s)N1−αi−vi+νi−si ∣∣|dvi|)
× |a1|−1+ℜ(α1+u1+w2 )
∏
j∈J
∫
(cuj )
|P˜ (uj − s)Nuj−sj |(1 + |αj|+ |βj|+ |uj − νj + vj |)2+
2+ε
k |dujdvj|.
Using (6.4) (with r = 5 and r = 5k), (7.4) (with r = 5k) and (7.7), we obtain
S∗ ≪ε (kε
k
max
i=1
|ai|)Ak(N1 · · ·Nk)−σN−4k+
1
2
(|J |−|I|)+ηα,β+2ε
1
(∏
j∈J
N
νj
j
)∏
i∈I
N1+νii
×
∫
(··· )
(1 + |α1 + u1 − w2 |)4k−
1
2 (1 + |s+ u1|)−5k
∏
i∈I(1 + |s+ vi + αi|)−5
(1 + |w|)5k(1 + |v2|) 12− εk · · · (1 + |vk|) 12− εk (1 + |α1 + u1 − w2 |+ |v2|+ · · ·+ |vk|)4k−1
×
∏
j∈J
(1 + |αj |+ |βj|+ |uj − νj + vj |)3
(1 + |s+ uj|)5 |dv2 · · · dvkdw|
∏
j∈J∪{1}
|duj|
≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)−σN−4k+
1
2
(|J |−|I|)+ηα,β+2ε
1
(∏
j∈J
N
νj
j
)∏
i∈I
N1+νii ,
where ηα,β is as in (2.1) and we used
1
2
k∑
i=1
|ℜ(αi − βi)| −
∑
i∈I
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))−
∑
j∈J
max(ℜ(αj),ℜ(βj)) ≤ 2ηα,β.
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Now, since |J | = k − 1− |I|, the above bound implies
S∗ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β
N
k−1
2
+ηα,β+2ε
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ
(∏
j
(
Nj
N1
)νj)∏
i
(
Ni
N1
)1+νi
≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β
N
k−1
2
+ηα,β+2ε
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ ,
since ν2 + · · ·+ νk = 4k and Ni ≤ N1 for all i = 2, . . . , k.
If |I| < |J | we can bound S∗∗ in the same way, using (7.14) instead of (7.13), with the
difference that now we move the line of integrations to
cuj = νj +
1
|J | − 2
ε
k
− 1|J |
∑
r∈J
max(ℜ(αr),ℜ(βr)), ∀j ∈ J, cv2 = · · · = cvk = εk ,
cw = −1 + |J | − |I|+
k∑
i=1
|ℜ(αj + βj)|+ 3ε, cu1 = −4k − ℜ(α1) + cw2 + ε.
(7.15)
(Notice that, with respect to the case of S∗, we have essentially moved cuj to the right by
1
|J | ,
cw to the left by 1 and thus cu1 to the right by
1
2
). Thus, we obtain
S∗∗ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β
N
k
2
−1+ηα,β+2ε
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ
(∏
j∈J
(
Nj
N1
)νj)(∏
i∈I
(
Ni
N1
)1+νi)∏
j∈J
N
1
|J|
j .
Also, we have
(∏
i∈I
Ni
N1
)∏
j∈J
N
1
|J|
j = N
− |I|+1
|J|
1
∏
i∈I
(
Ni
N1
)1− 1
|J|
k∏
i=1
N
1
|J|
i ≤ N
− |I|+1
|J|
1
k∏
i=1
N
1
|J|
i = N
1− k
|J|
1
k∏
i=1
N
1
|J|
i ,
since |I| = k − 1− |J |, and the maximum value of the expression on the right is obtained for
|J | = k − 1 since Nk1 ≥ N1 · · ·Nk. Thus,
S∗∗ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN
k
2
−1− 1
k−1
+ηα,β+2ε
1 (N1 · · ·Nk)
1
k−1
−σ.
If |I| = |J |, then we cannot move the line of integration cw as in (7.15) without passing
through the pole at w = 0. Thus, we move cw to cw =
∑k
i=1 |ℜ(αj + βj)| + 2ε and leave the
other lines of integrations as in (7.15). Bounding trivially we obtain
S∗∗ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βNηα,β−σ+2ε1
k∏
i=2
(
Ni
N1
)νi∏
i∈I
N1−σi
∏
j∈J
N
1
|J|
−σ
j .
Now we have 1|J |−σ ≤ 0 for σ ≥ 12 (we can take |J | > 1 since otherwise S∗∗ = 0) and N1 ≥ Ni
for all i = 2, . . . , k and so for 1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1 we have
S∗∗ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βNηα,β−σ+2ε+|I|(1−σ)1 = XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN
k−1
2
− k+1
2
σ+ηα,β+2ε
1 .
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since in this case |I| = k−1
2
. Thus, summarizing, in this subsection we proved that if |J | ≥ |I|
and 1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1, then
SI;ν;α,β(s)≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN−1+ηα,β+2ε1
(N k+121 +N k21 (N2 · · ·Nk) 1k−1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ +N
k+1
2
(1−σ)
1
)
. (7.16)
We conclude the subsection with the proof of Lemma 9.
Proof of Lemma 9. First, we write ℓj = ℓ/(aj, ℓ) and a
′
j = aj/(aj, ℓ), so that
S(z) :=
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
κ∏
j=1
Dγj ,δj (z,
ha′j
ℓj
).
We apply the functional equation (2.2) to each of the Estermann functions, obtaining
S(z) =
∑
η=(η1,...,ηκ)∈{±1}κ
ℓ
1−2z−γj−δj
j χηj (z; γj, δj)
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
D−γj ,−δj (1− z, ηj
ha′j
ℓj
),
where ha′j is the inverse of haj (mod ℓj). Now we assume ℜ(z) < −maxki=1max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi))
and we expand the Estermann functions into their Dirichlet series and execute the sum over
h. We obtain
S(z) =
∑
η∈{±1}κ
ℓ
1−2z−γj−δj
j χηj (z; γj, δj)
×
∑
m1,...mκ
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
cℓ(η1a
′
1(a1, ℓ)m1 + · · ·+ ηκa′κ(aκ, ℓ)mκ)
=
∑
η∈{±1}κ
ℓ
1−2z−γj−δj
j χηj (z; γj, δj)
∑
m1,...mκ
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
cℓ(ρ)
where
ρ := η1(a1, ℓ)m1
a′1 · · · a′κ
a′1
+ · · ·+ ηκ(aκ, ℓ)m1a
′
1 · · · a′κ
a′κ
.
Then we divide S(z) into S(z) = S∗(z)+S∗∗(z) according to whether ρ 6= 0 or ρ = 0 (notice
that S∗∗(z) = 0 if κ = 1). For the terms with ρ = 0, we observe that by Lemma 4 we have
∑
m1,...,mκ≥1
ρ=0
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
≪ε
(
Aκ
ε
)4κ
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for
ℜ(z) ≤ 1
κ
− ε
κ
− 1
κ
κ∑
i=1
max(ℜ(γi),ℜ(δi)).
Thus from Stirling’s formula in the crude form
Γ(ℜ(z) + it)≪ c−1(1 + A|ℜ(z)|)|ℜ(z)|(1 + |ℑ(z)|)ℜ(z)− 12 e−π2 |ℑ(z)|, ℜ(z) ≥ c > 0,
and since ℓj ≤ ℓ, for ℑ(γj),ℑ(δj)≪ 1 and |ℜ(γi)|, |ℜ(δi)| ≤ 12 we have
S
∗∗(z)≪ε ℓκ+1−2κℜ(z)−
∑
j∈J ℜ(γj+δj)
(
Aκ
ε
)4κ ∑
η∈{±1}κ
|χηj (z; γj, δj)|
≪ε ℓκ+1−2κℜ(z)−
∑
j∈J ℜ(γj+δj)
(
Aκ
ε
)4κ
(1 + A|ℜ(z)|)2κ|ℜ(z)|
κ∏
j=1
(1 + |ℑ(z)|)1−2ℜ(z)−ℜ(γj+δj)
and (7.14) follows.
In order to prove (7.13) it is sufficient to show that for all fixed ε > 0 we have
Z :=
∑
ℓ
ℓ−u
′
∣∣∣ ∑
m1,...,mκ,
ρ6=0
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
cℓ(ρ)
∣∣∣≪ |a1 · · ·aκ|(Aκ/ε)4κ (7.17)
for ℜ(z) ≤ − ε
3κ
− maxi(max(γi, δi)) u′ ≥ 1 + ε. Moreover, we observe that we can assume
z, γi, δi are real and we can also assume z = − ε3κ −maxi(max(γi, δi)).
Since |cℓ(ρ)| ≤
∑
d|(ρ,ℓ) d≪ε (ρ, ℓ)1+ε, we have
Z ≪ε
∑
m1,...,mκ
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
∑
ℓ≥1,
ρ6=0
(ℓ, ρ)1+ε
ℓu
.
(Notice that ρ depends on ℓ.) Now, we write
ρ′ := η1d1m1
a1 · · · aκd1
a1d1 · · · dκ + · · ·+ ηκdkm1
a1 · · · aκdκ
aκd1 · · · dκ
for di = (ai, ℓ), so that
∑
ℓ≥1,
ρ6=0
(ℓ, ρ)1+ε
ℓu
=
∑
d1|a1,...,dκ|aκ,
ρ′ 6=0
∑
ℓ,
di|ℓ, (ℓ,ai/di)=1
(ℓ, ρ′)1+ε
ℓu
≪ε 1
u− 1
∑
d1|a1,...,dκ|aκ,
ρ′ 6=0
σ1−u+ε(ρ′),
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where σα(n) :=
∑
d|n d
α, since for all c ∈ N, u > 1 we have
∑
ℓ≥1
(ℓ, c)1+ε
ℓu
=
∑
d|c
d1+ε
∑
d|ℓ,
(c/d,ℓ)=1
1
ℓu
≪ ζ(1 + u)
∑
d|c
d1−u+ε ≪ε 1
u− 1σ1−u+ε(c).
Thus, for u ≥ 1 + ε
Z ≪ε 1
u− 1
∑
d1|a1,...,dκ|aκ
∑
m1,...,mκ≥1
ρ′ 6=0
τ−γ1,−δ1(m1) · · · τ−γκ,−δκ(mκ)
m1−z1 · · ·m1−zκ
d(ρ′).
(7.18)
We divide the sum into a sum of k sums, according to which of the mi is the largest. For the
contribution where m1 ≥ maxκi=2(mi) we observe that, for z1 := 1 − z − max(γ1, δ1) > 1 we
have ∑
m1≥maxκi=2(mi),
ρ′ 6=0
d(ρ′)τ−γ1,−δ1(m1)
m1−z1
≪
∑
m1≥maxκi=2(mi),
ρ′ 6=0
d(ρ′)d(m1)
mz11
≪
( ∑
m1≥maxκi=2(mi),
ρ′ 6=0
d(ρ′)2
mz11
) 1
2
( ∑
m1≥maxκi=2(mi),
ρ′ 6=0
d(m1)
2
mz11
) 1
2
,
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Then, since |ρ′| ≤ κm1|a1 · · · aκ| we have that the above
sum is
≤
(
|κa1 · · · aκ|z1
∑
ρ′∈Z6=0
d(ρ′)2
|ρ′|z1
) 1
2
( ∑
m1≥1
d(m1)
2
mz11
) 1
2 ≤ |κm1a1 · · · aκ| 12
(
2
∑
m1≥1
d(m1)
2
mz11
)
≪ |κm1a1 · · ·aκ| 12 (z1 − 1)−4
since z1 ≤ 2 and
∑
n≥1
d(n)2
n2s
= ζ(2s)
4
ζ(4s)
. Thus, (7.18) can be bounded by
Z ≪ε κ
2
(u− 1) |a1 · · · aκ|
k∏
i=1
(−z −max(γi, δi))−4
and so (7.17) follows.
7.4 The case |I| > |J |
Here we treat SI;ν;α,β(s), which was defined in (7.11), in the case |I| > |J |. First, we move
the lines of integration cw and cu1 in (7.11) to
cw = 2ε+ |ℜ(α1 − β1)|, cu1 = −4k −ℜ(α1) + cw2 + ε
cv2 = · · · = cvk = εk , cuj = −max(ℜ(αj),ℜ(βj))− 2 εk + νj ∀j ∈ J.
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Bounding as before (in this case one could also simply use the convexity bound for the
Estermann functions) one obtains
SI;ν;α,β(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN−1+ηα,β+2ε1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ
(∏
i∈I
(
Ni
N1
)νi)∏
j∈J
N
νj−1
j
N
νj
1
.
In particular, if νj > 0 for some j ∈ J , then the above bound implies
SI;ν;α,β(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN−2+ηα,β+2ε1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ.
For the terms with νj = 0 for all j ∈ J , we take j∗ ∈ J and move the lines of integrations
cuj∗ and cvj∗ to the left and to the right by 1 respectively, picking up the residue from the
simple pole of Ψǫ,4k at vj∗ = 0. In the contribution coming from the integrals of the new lines
of integration we move cu1 to the right by 1 (as we can now do without passing through other
poles of Ψǫ,4k) so that bounding trivially we obtain a contribution which is
≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN−2+ηα,β+2ε1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ
(∏
i∈I
(
Ni
N1
)νi)
Nj∗
∏
j∈J
N−1j
≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βN−2+ηα,β+2ε1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ.
We repeat this for all j ∈ J obtaining
SI;ν;α,β(s) = TI;ν;α,β(s) +O
(
XAks,k,a,εY
7k
α,β
(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ
N
2−ηα,β−2ε
1
)
(7.19)
where TI;ν;α,β(s) is obtained by SI;ν;α,β(s) by taking the residue in at vj = 0 for all j ∈ J ,
that is
TI;ν;α,β(s) :=
1
(2πi)k+1
∫
(cw,cu1)
(∏
i∈I
∫
(cvi )
)
Ψ′I1,ǫ(vI1)
P˜ (u1 − s)Nu1−s1
|a1|1−α1−u1+w2
× G(B + α1 + u1 −
w
2
−∑i∈I vi)
B + α1 + u1 − w2 −
∑
i∈I vi
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I1(ai, ℓ)
1−αi+βi
ℓw+
∑
i∈I1
(1−αi+βi)(ℓ, a1)−w
Gα1,β1(w)
w
du1
× ζ(1− α1 + β1 + w)
(∏
i∈I
P˜ (1− αi − vi + νi − s)N1−αi−vi+νi−si |ai|νi−vidvi
)
dw
×
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
∫
(cuj )
P˜ (uj − s)Nuj−si Dαj ,βj(uj, hajℓ )duj.
with I1 := I ∪ {1}, vI := (vi)i∈I1, where we put v1 := 1− α1 − u1 + w2 and
ΨI1,ǫ(vI1) :=
∏
i∈I1 Γ(vi)
Γ(V +I;ǫ(vI1))Γ(V
−
I1;ǫ
(vI1))
, V ±I1;ǫ(vI1) :=
∑
i∈I1,±i1=±1
vi. (7.20)
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Notice that in the integral defining TI;ν;α,β(s) we have a fast decaying function for each of the
variables of integration and so we don’t have to worry anymore about the convergence of the
integrals.
Next, we move the line of integrations to
cuj = 1−max(αj, βj)− εk ∀j ∈ J, cw = −|I|+
k∑
i=1
|αj − βj |+ 2ε
moving also cu1 so that we still have cu1 = −4k − ℜ(α1) + cw2 + ε. We pass through a simple
pole at w = 0 only, since the pole of ζ(1− α1 + β1 + w) is canceled by the zero of Gα1,β1(w)
(cf. Remark 5). Notice that on the new line of integrations the convexity bound (2.4) gives
Dαj ,βj(uj,
haj
ℓ
)≪ (k/ε)2(ℓ(|uj|+ |αj|) 12 (|uj|+ |βj|) 12 )|ℜ(αj−βj)|+ εk
which suffices for the convergence of the sum over ℓ. Thus the integral on the new lines of
integrations gives a contribution bounded by
XAks,k,a,εY
7k
α,βN
−|I|+ηα,β+2ε
1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ.
Thus, since |I| > |J | with |I|+ |J | = k − 1 ≥ 2 implies |I| ≥ 2, then by (7.19) we have
SI;ν;α,β(s) = YI;ν;α,β(s) + O
(
XAks,k,a,εY
7k
α,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σN−2+ηα,β+2ε1
)
(7.21)
where YI;ν;α,β(s) is the contribution from the residue at w = 0.
Now, we move the line of integration cu1 to cu1 = 1−ℜ(α1) + εk and we make the change
of variables vi → vi + νi for all i ∈ I moving the lines of integration cvi so that we still have
cvi =
ε
k
for all i ∈ I. Since B = ∑i∈I νi (as we only have to consider the terms with νj = 0
for all j ∈ J ∪ {1}) we have that the only factor depending on ν is the function Ψ′I1,ǫ(vi+ ν),
where ν = (0, ν2, . . . , νk). Thus, summing over ν we are left with∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1 or i ∈ J
(4k)!
ν2! · · ·νk!Ψ
′
I1,ǫ
(vi + ν)
=
∏
i∈I−1 Γ(vi)
Γ(V −I1;ǫ(vI1))
∑
νI=(νi)i∈I+1
, νi∈Z≥0,
∑
i∈I+
1
νi=4k
(4k)!∏
i∈I+1 νi!
∏
i∈I+1 Γ(vi + νi)
Γ(
∑
i∈I+1 (vi + νi))
,
where I±1 := {i ∈ I | ±i1 = ±1}. The identity B(s1 + 1, s2) + B(s1, s2 + 1) = B(s1, s2) for the
Beta function B(s1, s2) := Γ(s1)Γ(s2)Γ(s1 + s2)
−1 generalizes to∑
(r1,...,rm)∈Zm≥0,
r1+···+rm=r
r!
r1! · · · rm!
Γ(s1 + r1) · · ·Γ(sm + rm)
Γ(r + s1 + · · ·+ sm) =
Γ(s1) · · ·Γ(sm)
Γ(s1 + · · ·+ sm) , (7.22)
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for m, r ≥ 1, s1, . . . , sm ∈ C, and so we have
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1 or i ∈ J
(4k)!
ν2! · · · νk!Ψ
′
I1,ǫ
(vi + ν) =
∏
i∈I1 Γ(vi)
Γ(V −I1;ǫ(vI1))Γ(V
+
I1;ǫ
(vI1))
= Ψ′I1,ǫ(vi).
Thus, after the change of variables uj → uj + s for all j ∈ J ∪ {1} and 1 − αi − vi − s → ui
for i ∈ I, we obtain
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1 or i ∈ J
(4k)!
ν2! · · ·νk!YI;ν;α,β(s) = ζ(1− α1 + β1)ZI1;α,β(s) (7.23)
where for any set I with |I| > k+1
2
we define
ZI;α,β(s) =
1
(2πi)k
∫
(cu1 ,...,cuk )
( k∏
i=1
P˜ (ui)N
ui
i
)
ΨI,ǫ(v′I)
(∏
i∈I
|ai|−1+αi+ui+s
)G(1−∑i∈I1 v′i)
1−∑i∈I v′i
×
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
1−αi+βi
ℓ
∑
i∈I(1−αi+βi)
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
(
Dαj ,βj(uj + s,
haj
ℓ
)
)
du1 · · · duk)
(7.24)
where v′I = (v
′
i)i∈I = (1−αi−ui− s)i∈I , J := {1, . . . , k} \ I and where we can take the lines
of integrations to be
cuj = 1−max(αj, βj)− σ − εk ∀j ∈ J , cui = 1− αi − σ − εk ∀i ∈ I.
Notice that for any i ∈ I if we move cu∗i to −αi∗ − σ + ε we obtain the bound
ZI;α,β(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σN−1+ηα,β+εi∗ . (7.25)
Also, for all j∗ ∈ J (notice we can assume k ≥ 4 since for k = 3 we have |I| > 2 and so
J = ∅) we have
ZI;α,β(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ−
1
k (N
−1+ηα,β+ε
j∗ ) (7.26)
as can be seen by moving the lines of integrations to
cuj = 1−max(αj , βj)− σ − 1k ∀j ∈ J \ {j∗}, cui = 1− αi − σ − 1k + εk ∀i ∈ I,
cuj∗ = −σ − 1k −max(αj∗ , βj∗) + ηα,β.
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(Notice that since |I| ≥ [k+3
2
], with this choice the sum over ℓ is absolutely convergent by the
convexity bound (2.4).)
To summarize, by (7.21) and (7.23) in this section we proved that for |I| > |J |
∑
ν=(ν2,...,νk)∈Zk−1≥0 ,
ν2+···+νk=4k,
νi=0 if ±i = −1
(4k)!
ν2! · · ·νk!SI;ν;α,β(s) = ζ(1− α1 + β1)ZI1;α,β(s) + E4(s) (7.27)
where E4(s) satisfies
E4(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σN−2+ηα,β+2ε1
and ZI1;α,β(s) satisfies (7.25) and (7.26).
7.5 Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 5
By (7.8), (7.9), (7.10), (7.16) and (7.27)
Aα,β(s) =
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
1∈I, |I|> k+1
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J
∏
i∈I
ζ(1− αi + βi)ZI;α∗,β∗(s),+E5(s),
(7.28)
where E5(s) is an entire function of s satisfying
E5(s)≪ XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,βNηα,β+2ε1
(
N
k−1
2
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ +
N
k
2
−1− 1
k−1
1
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ− 1k−1
+
(N1 · · ·Nk)1− 1k−σ
N1
+N
k−1
2
− k+1
2
σ
1
)
for 1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1. Thus, to obtain (6.6) and (6.7) we just need to extend the sum over I in (7.28)
to include also the sets I which do not contain 1 at a cost of an eligible error given by the
bound (7.26) with j∗ = 1. Finally, we conclude by observing that the analyticity of E1(s)
for (s,α,β) ∈ C × Ωk (where Ωk is defined in (6.3)) can be immediately verified from the
definition of the various error terms.
Remark 9. Notice that the main term on the right of (7.28) is symmetric in N1, . . . , Nk and,
by the definition (7.20) of ΨI,ǫ, with respect to a↔ −a (i.e. ǫ↔ −ǫ).
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8 Proof of Lemma 6
As in the proof of Lemma 5 we assume N1 is the maximum among N1, . . . , Nk. Writing the
partitions of unity in terms of their Mellin transform, we obtain
Aα,β(s) =
∫
(cu1 ,···cuk)
Aα′,β′(s′)P˜ (u1) · · · P˜ (uk)Nu11 · · ·Nukk du1 · · · duk (8.1)
where s′ := 1+ s−σ+ ε
k
− η′α,β with η′α,β := 1k
∑k
i=1min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)), α′ := (−1+αi+ui−
ε
k
+ σ + η′α,β)i∈{1,...,k} and β
′ := (−1 + βi + ui − εk + σ + η′α,β)i∈{1,...,k}. We move the lines of
integration to
cui = 1− σ − η′α,β + εk ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , k}, cu1 = −σ − η′α,β + εk
so that on the new lines of integration we have |ℜ(α′i)|, |ℜ(β ′i)| ≤ 12(k−1) for i = 2, . . . , k and
ℜ(s′) ≥ 1− 1
k
+
ε
k
− 1
k
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(α′i),ℜ(β ′i)).
We cannot apply directly Lemma 4 since we would need also |ℜ(α′1)|, |ℜ(β ′1)| ≤ 12(k−1) , whereas
we have ℜ(α′1) = −1 + ℜ(α1), ℜ(β ′1) = −1 + ℜ(β1). However, we observe that
|Aα,β(s′)| ≪ε
∑
a1n1+···+aknk=0
∣∣∣n−s
′
1+ε
1 d(n2) · · ·d(nk)
n
s′2
2 · · ·ns
′
k
k
∣∣∣
≤ (1 + (k kmax
i=2
|ai|)−s′1+ε
) k∑
ℓ=2
∑
maxkj=2 nj=nℓ
∣∣∣ d(n2) · · ·d(nk)
n
s′1−ε
ℓ n
s′2
2 · · ·ns
′
k
k
∣∣∣
since (maxkj=2 nj) ≤ n1 ≤ k(maxkj=2 nj)(maxki=2 |ai|) and where s′i = 1+ εk−η′α,β+min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))
for i = 2, . . . , k and s′1 =
ε
k
− η′α,β + min(ℜ(α1),ℜ(β1)). Then, we can proceed exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 4 obtaining
|Aα,β(s′)| ≪ kmax
i=2
|ai|
(
Ak
ε
)4k
.
Thus, (8.1) gives
Aǫ;α,β(s)≪ε kmax
i=2
|ai|
(
Ak
ε
)4k
N
−1+kη′
α,β
1 (N1 · · ·Nk)1−σ ≪ε XAks,k,a,εY kα,β(N1 · · ·Nk)1−σN−1+ηα,β+εmax
since kη′α,β ≤ ηα,β and the Lemma follows since by (7.25) and (7.26) the main term on the
right hand side of (6.8) also satisfies the bound (6.9).
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9 The completion of the proof of Theorem 3
We define
E∗(s) =
∑†
N1,··· ,Nk,
B1<B2
E1(s) +
∑†
N1,··· ,Nk,
B1>B2
E2(s)
with E1(s) and E2(s) as in Lemma 5 and 6, where
B1 :=
N
k−1
2
max
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ +
N
k
2
−1− 1
k−1
max
(N1 · · ·Nk)σ− 1k−1
+
(N1 · · ·Nk)1− 1k−σ
Nmax
+N
k−1
2
− k+1
2
σ
max
B2 := (N1 · · ·Nk)1− 1k−σN−1max
Since E1(s) and E2(s) are entire for all N1, · · · , Nk we have that E∗(s) is holomorphic in
the half-plane where the above sums converge absolutely (and uniformly in s). Thus, writing
N1 · · ·Nk =: Nxmax with 1 ≤ x ≤ k, we see that E∗(s) is holomorphic provided that 12 ≤ σ ≤ 1,
(α,β) ∈ Ωk and
max
1≤x≤k
min( max
i=1,...,4
(Li(x)), (1− 1k − σ)x− 1) + ηα,β + 3ε ≤ 0
where
L1(x) :=
k−1
2
− σx, L2(x) := k2 − 1− 1k−1 − (σ − 1k−1)x
L3(x) := (1− 1k − σ)x− 1, L4(x) := k−12 − k+12 σ.
Equivalently, we need
Mi := max
1≤x≤k
min(Li(x), (1− σ)x− 1) + ηα,β + 3ε < 0
for i = 1, . . . , 4. For 1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1 one has
M1 = M2 = M4 = (1− σ)k+12 − 1, M3 = max(k − 2− kσ,− 1k − σ).
Thus, we need 1− 2(1−ηα,β−3ε)
k+1
≤ σ ≤ 1 and (α,β) ∈ Ωk. Also, in this strip we have the bound
E∗(s)≪ε XAks,k,a,εY 7kα,β. (9.1)
Finally, for any function F (u) which is analytic and grows at most polynomially on a strip
|ℜ(u)| < c for some c > 0 we have
∑†
N
1
2πi
∫
(0)
F (u)P˜ (u)Nudu = F (0).
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Thus, by the definition (7.24) of ZI;α,β(s), for
1− 1
k
+
ε
k
− 1
k
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) ≤ σ < 1− max
1≤i≤k
max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)), (α,β) ∈ Ωk (9.2)
we have∑†
N1,...,Nk
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
|I|> k+1
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J
(∏
i∈I
ζ(1− αi + βi)
)
ZI;α∗,β∗(s) =Wα,β(s),
where Wα,β(s) is defined as
Wα,β(s) :=
∑
I∪J={1,...,k},
I∩J=∅,
|I|> k+1
2
∑
{α∗i ,β∗i }={α∗i ,β∗i } ∀i∈I,
(α∗j ,β
∗
j )=(αj ,βj) ∀j∈J
Ψǫ,I(v′I)
(∏
i∈I
ζ(1− α∗i + β∗i )|ai|−1+α
∗
i+s
)
× G(1−
∑
i∈I(1− α∗i − s))
1−∑i∈I(1− α∗i − s)
∑
ℓ≥1
∏
i∈I(ai, ℓ)
1−α∗i+β∗i
ℓ
∑
i∈I(1−α∗i+β∗i )
∑*
h (mod ℓ)
∏
j∈J
Dα∗j ,β∗j (s,
haj
ℓ
)
where v′I = (1 − αi − s)i∈I (notice that the inequality (9.2) ensures the convergence of the
series over ℓ).
We notice that we can assume that
1− 1k + εk − 1k
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) < 1− εk − max1≤i≤kmax(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) (9.3)
so that the strip for s in (9.2) is non-empty. Indeed, if (9.3) doesn’t hold then we would have
−
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) > 1− ε− k max
1≤i≤k
max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))
and so 2
3
ηα,β > 1− ε− kmax1≤i≤k |max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))| which implies
(2k − 1)
k∑
i=1
(|ℜ(αi)|+ |ℜ(βi)|) > (2k − 1)(1− 2ε)− (2k2 − k) max
1≤i≤k
|max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))|
> k − 1− 1
2(k−1) − ε(4k − 2)− (k + 1) max1≤i≤k |max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))|,
since max1≤i≤k |max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))| ≤ 12(k−1) . Thus, one also has
(2k − 1)
k∑
i=1
(|ℜ(αi)|+ |ℜ(βi)|) + (k − 1)
k∑
i=1
|max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))| > k − 1− 12(k−1) − ε(4k − 2)
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and so
2kηα,β + (k + 1)
k∑
i=1
min(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) > k − 1− 12(k−1) − ε(4k − 2).
In particular, choosing suitably the values of ε in the two statements, Theorem 3 is implied
by Lemma 4 in this case.
Now, by the definition of Aα,β(s), if σ ≤ 1−max1≤i≤kmax(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) we have∑†
N1,...,Nk
Aα,β(s) = Aa;α,β(s),
whence we have Aa;α,β(s) =Wα,β(s) +E∗(s) for (s,α,β) satisfying (9.2). Then, we observe
that, since G(0) = 1, one has that Wα,β(s) −Ma,α,β(s) is holomorphic for 12 ≤ σ ≤ 1 −
max1≤i≤k max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))− εk and (α,β) ∈ Ωk (with Ma;α,β(s) defined in (2.3)), and one
easily checks that in this region Wα,β(s) −Ma,α,β(s) satisfies the same bound as in (9.1).
Thus, taking
E(s) := E∗(s) +Wα,β(s)−Ma,α,β(s)
we obtain Theorem 3 for
1− 2(1−ηα,β−3ε)
k+1
≤ σ ≤ 1− max
1≤i≤k
max(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi))− εk .
Finally, by (9.3) one has that for σ ≥ 1 − max1≤i≤kmax(ℜ(αi),ℜ(βi)) − εk Theorem 3 is a
consequence of Lemma 4 and so the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
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